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Homes Damaged, One Slightly Hurt
Tornado Hits In Backusburg
A tornado touched down at 3:15 a.m.
Friday in northwest Calloway County,
slightly injuring one man and causing
damage to three houses arid a tobacco
barn in the Backusburg community.
Ironically, it was at the same time
exactly one month ago, February 23,
also a Friday, that the only other tor-
nado of the year struck. That tornado
hit in the East Y Manor subdivision off
of KY 94, causing considerable damage
to several homes.
This morning's tornado was part of a
series of thunderstorms which moved
through west Kentucky during the night
and then spread across the rest of the
state, acording to the National Weather
Service.
Udell Smith, Rt. 1 Kirksey, owner of
two of the damaged houses, stated that
high winds, traveling northeast, blew
the covers off his bed and out the
window and ripped all the bricks off the
north side of that house, where his
bedroom was located. Smith received
minor cuts and scratches.
Smith's wile nad fallen asleep in the
television room, watching the tornado
watch. She said when the tornado hit
broken glass and splinters of wood were
flying all over the house. A piece of
plate glass about 8 inches by 10 inches
was driven into a wall across the room.
She was not injuried.
The house next door, also owned by
Smith and unoccupied at the time,
received heavy damage to the south
and east sides. Debris was scattered
throughout both lots, a few trees were
TORNAD9 — A tornado touched down at 3:15 a.m. Friday in the community of Backusburg. Severe damage was
done to the unoccupied home of Udell Smith, who was next door at the time of the tornado. Smith's other home
was damaged and he was treated for minor cuts and scratches. The tornado made a path about half a mile long and
300 to 400 feet wide.
Staff Photo By Matt Sanders
uprooted and some telephone lines were
damaged.
A third house, owned by Joe Burnett
and located across the road from the
Smith homes, had a Fiberglas
wellhouse and two television antennas
blown over.
The tobacco barn, southwest of the
three houses, had part of its roof blown
off.
John Ed Scott, official local weather
observer for the National Weather
Service, stated that the county had 1.09




Two people were arrested Thursday
night and charged with theft by
unlawfully taking of a haulaway
Wednesday morning, according to
Kentucky State Police reports.
Roger Dale Jones and Deborah
Bowerman, both of Route 1, Hardin, are
lodged today in the Calloway County
Jail. The pair allegedly took the
haulaway, which contained several
cars, from Cain's AMC Jeep and then
abandoned it east of Murray on High-
way 51.
The Murray City Police assisted the
state police in the investigation.
Tonya McCuiston did her best to rally the Calloway County girls past
Oldham County last night in the Girls State High School Basketball Tour-
nament in Richmond, but the Lakers Lost 58-50. For details, see today's
sports section, pages 8-10. Staff photo by Tony Wison
Food, Housing And Gasoline
Push-Inflation To -WA-Yea:lir-MO
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sharply
higher prices for food, housing and
gasoline pushed consumer prices up 12
percent in February, the biggest
monthly increase in inflation in 41,2
yeArs the government said today.
Council Turns Back Pay Hike
For Next-Council And Mayor
A proposal that would have upped
salaries of city council members to
$1,200 per year beginning in 1980 and
the salary of Murray's mayor to $12,500
beginning in 1982 was defeated by a
margin of greater than two-to-one on
the council floor Thursday.
The proposal, initiated at an earlier
council meeting this month, was an
outgrowth of recent legislation by the
Kentucky General Assembly which
requires council members be paid on an
"annual" rather than a "per meeting"
basis, as is presently done in Murray.
The proposal would have hiked
council members' pay from $15 per
meeting to $100 per month. The new
state law, as interpretated by the
Kentucky 'attorney general and city
attorney J. William Phillips, stipulates
that council members must be paid on
an "annual basis not exceeding $3,000
per year."
The current mayor's salary of $5.000
annually would have been increased by
$7,500 beginning at the end of Mayor
Melvin B. Henley's first four-year
term.
Councilman C. C. Lowry urged his
fellow council members to reject the
ordinance saying "I think it's in the
best interest of our city (rejection of the
pay increase).. .we held our employees
down to a minimum increase and it's
not consistent to increase our salaries."
Lowry also pointed out the tight budget
the city is operating under as another
reason to turn down proposal.
Paul Jerry Lee Named
New Murray Police Chief
Murray Police Capt. Paul Jerry Lee,
a veteran with 12 years of service on the
police force, was named Murray city
police chief by the Murray Common
Council Thursday.
Lee, 39, a native of Murray, actuall
began work with the city in 1963 as k
member of the Fire Department staff
He transferred to the Police Depart-
ment in 1967. He has served as acting
chief since the resignation of former
police chief Brent Manning at the end of
February.
A graduate of Murray High School,
Lee received his bachelor's degree
from Murray State University and has
earned 24 hours toward a master's
degree. Many of the courses Lee has
taken are in various areas of law en-
forcement.
Lee served as president of the
Fraternal Order of Police from 1972 to
1974 and served on the board of
directors of the Kentucky Police
Officers Association. He was listed in
nding Young Men of America in
. He received an honorable
discharge from the U. S. Air Force.
Lee is a Methodist and a member of
Masonic Lodge 105 F & AM.
The new police chief and his wife are
the parents of a 17-year-old daughter,
Angie, a senior at Murray High School.
"All the men in the interim period
have been great," Chief, Lee •said,
they've all given 110 percent and we
PAUL JERRY LEE
New Police (ldef
have a , good working relationship
within the department. I feel that we
have the best police department in the
state of Kentucky and I'm eager for us
to get the recognition throughout the
state that we deserve We will be
working with the state police and police
departments in the area in transferring
cases in an effort to further eliminate
the crime element from the Jackson
Purchase.
"I am thrilled with the position and I
want the public to undertand that we
are public -servants her* not only to
enforce tl)e law but to help them in any
way we can,frrldef Lee added
"Dr. Lowry is correct about the tight
budget," Mayor Henley told the
council. Henley said preliminary
figures from the 1978 budget indicated
the city operated with a 613,000 surplus.
. . in a $1.6 million budget, less than (a)
one percent (surplus)."
Councilman J. D. Outland said he
feels the proposal should be closely
looked at by the council's budget
committee.
"I'm not nearly as concerned about
council pay as I am about the mayor's
pay," Outland said. "As far as I'm
concerned, if Mayor Henley were
getting $30,000 a year now the city of
Murray would be getting a bargain."
Marshall Jones, who favored the
increases, chastised the opponents of
the measure by saying failure to ap-
prove it means "we want to have a
horse and buggy government in
Murray."
Voting in favor of the pay increase
were council members Jones, Dick
George, and Outland. Against the
proposal were Martha Sammons, J. H.
Nix, W. R. Fin-ches, Howard Koenen,
Billy Balentiae, Ruby Hale, Dave Willis
and Lowry. Councilman Steve Yar-
brough was absent from the meeting.
The council's budget and finance
committee headed by Dr. Lowry was
directed to review the council pay
situation and report back and the next
meeting.
In other business at Thursday's
meeting, the council:
— Approved the extension of the city
and county's contract with Mercy
Ambulance Service to Dec. 31, 1979 with
an additional subsidy payment of
$10,000— $4,000 from the city and $6,000
from the county. The contract was
slated to expire June 30 of this year.
Mayor Henley told the council he feels
the extension should allow enough time
to investigate the possibility of Murray-
Calloway County Hospital taking over
the operation.
— Approved the appointment of Paul
Jerry Lee as police chief (additional
story, this page).
— Approved the implementation of a
federal Section Eight Existing Housing
See COUNCIL,
Page 11, Column 6
Food prices rose 1.6 percent during
the month, and were up 12.7 percent for
the 12-month period ended in February.
The government said meat prices rose
another 4.9 percent and were up 26.4
percent for the February-to-February
period.
Overall consumer prices for the 12
months ended in February were up by
9.9 percent.
The sharp one-month rise in the
Consumer Price Index was more
disappointing news for the Carter
administration's already badly bat-
tered anti-inflation program. President
Carter is known to be comidering
additional measures to try to hold down
the surge in prices which is now about
double what he has predicted for the
year.
The 1.2 percent rise in the price index
in February compared with a 0.9
percent rise in January and was the
highest since a 1.2 percent in Sep-
tember 1974, a year in which inflation
was at a postwar high of 12.2 percent.
If continued for a full year, the
February rise in prices would mean a
total inflation of 15.4 percent, more than
double the administration's 1979 target
of a 7.4 percent inflation rate.
Alfred E. Kahn, Carter's chief in-
flation adviser, disclosed after the
Hale Explains Property Evaluation
A statement concerning property tax rninistrators are compelled by law to
legislation adopted by the Kentucky assess property at its 'fair market
General Assembly during its special value.'
session was issued today by Calloway "This year we are being required to
County Property Valuation upgrade our assessments. Asa result of
Administrator Charles Hale. Hale's House Bill 44, the tax rates will be
statement said: 'rolled back' to permit each taxing
district only a four percent increase in
-A 'Special Session' of the general money without a voted referendum.
assembly was called for the purpose of "Unless a tax increase by the taxing
Passing legislation that would control districts over the four percent is per-
the rising cost of taxes in Kentucky. mitted by the taxpayers, there will not
"The price of land is constantly on the be much change in most tax bills
rise. The price of building materials is because of the new values as set by the
increasing at a rate of 10 percent to 17 property valuation administrator. The
percent per year. This causes the price increases in taxes would have been
of non-market type homes and land to permitted regardless of the new values
increase in value at an accelerated rate as a result of HB44.
also. "Notices will be mailed to the tax-
''The property valuation ad- payers showing the new values."
report was issued that the ad-
ministration's anti-inflation program
will be tightened with stepped-up
monitoring of businesses, especially
small businesses, and more active
involvement by the president. He said
details would be announced next week.
Kahn told reporters it is too early to
say that the wage and price guidelines
program has failed, although he added,
"I surely did not expect" that inflation
would be as bad as it has now become.
"I am still confident the rate will slow
as the year goes on," Kahn said. He
predicted food price increases will
taper off and that a slower-growing
economy will ease over-all pressures on
prices.
Kahn said he remains strongly op-
posed to mandatory wage and price
controls, saying they would probably
hurt the economy more than they would
See INFLATION,
Page 11, Column 5
today's index
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A good chance of showers
windy and colder tonight. Lows in
the low 40s. Mostly cloudy windy
and cold Satuiday. Highs in the
low to mid 40s. showers ending
Sunday then slow clearing and
cold.
School Board Acts On Several Routine Matters
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
The Murray Independent Board le
Education took action on several
routine matters in a brief public
meeting which adjourned into
executive session to hear staff
evaluations. Robertson and Carter
Elementnaigifichools principal Mary
Ryan a rray High School prin-
cipal Roy Weatherly gave the board the
evaluations.
Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey
a told board members that he is
proceeding with plans to display copies
of the Ten Commandments in the
system's classrooms following the
1-011/t1reMay by Franldin Circuit—
Judge Squire Williams Jr. upholding
the constitutionality of the law, which
was adopted by the 1978 Kentucky
General Assembly.
In dismissing a suit filed by five
Louisville-area residents and
dissolving an injunction which had held
up implementation of the law, Williams
ruled that it does not clash with the
state or federal constitutions regarding
the separation of church and state.
The ,law, which provides for 16-by-20
inch copies of the commandments in all
public school classrooms, requires that
they be funded entirely with private
donations, although the state Depart-•
ment of ,Education is directed to help in
The distribution.
Jeffrey said that several local church
groups have advised him they wish to
raise money for the copies. He expects
the Ten Commandments to be hung in
the city's 118 classrooms by the
beginning of the 1979-80 school year.
The board accepted with regret the
resignation of Mrs. Annie Knight,
Murray Middle School teather, and
Sandra A. May, director of the Murray
Historic Project. Both resignations
cited the desire to continue their
education.
In other personnel matters, Mary
Hopson Hocking was approved as an
elementary substitute teacher.
Board members were shown a copy
of the book, "What You Should Know
About The Gifted," prepared by Mrs.
Margaret Brown, director of the school
system's gifted-talented program.
Jeffrey noted that he will apply to the
state for a renewal of the gifted-
talented grant Tor next year.
The superintendent was also ap-
proved by the board to pursue any
federal educational projects or grants
that he deems to be in the best interest
of the schools. Projects the Murray
system is now participating in include
Title I, Title VIB, Title IVC and Title
NB.
.Jeffrey requested a special called
meeting of the board on Tuesday, April
j, to ref otnroe4toctrtified
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HEALTH-:
Treatment for depression
DEAF( DR LAMB My
husband is 57 years old He
has become very depressed
and his personality has
changed He takes Aldomet.
Dalxnane and Diazide and
some other medicines He
takes all of these except the
Dalmane on an empty. stom-
ach.
He drinks whiskey and
beer with his medicine. I am
so worried Please tell me if
all these can be mixed What
will this do to him"
DEAR READER - I
presume that your husband
has a problem with high
blood arelia-ure or 1sa
wouldn't be getting Aldomet
and Diazide. Both are good
medicines and are com-
monly used in the treatment
of high blood pressure.
The DaLmane is a sleeping
pill and like all other sleep-
ing pills is not recommended
to be used regularly on a
continuous basis, although it
can be prescribed intermit-
tently for individuals who
have problems sleeping.
Any of the sedatives are
depressors of the brain and
nerve function That's how
they work. Alcohol is also a
depressant People who use
sedatives should not be
drinking alcohol. Also, alco-
hol is never a help to a
person who has a problem
with a depression. It's corn-
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
mon for people who have a
depression to have difficulty
sleeping.
Why is your husband
depressed? Is it because he
has high blood pressure and
is concerned about his
health" Is it because he is in
his middle years and is
going through certain ad-
justments that are fairly
common at that stage of
If he is having enough
difficulty to be using whis-
key and beer to cope with his
life situations. I think he
definitely should seek some
professional help. By that I
mean a psychiatrist. An
evaluation of his basic prob-
lem could lead to his being
able to resolve the difficul-
ties. It could mean that he
might need less medicine.
Depressions are not some-
thing that you should ignore,
even if they are associated
with some other known med-
ical problems such as high
blood pressure. At least the
moderate to severe ones re-
quire professional help. To
give you a better under-
standing of what depres-
sions are and what should be
done about them. I am send-
ing you The Health Letter
number 10-10, Depression:
The Ups And Downs Of Life.
As The Health Letter I'm
sending you explains, you
K CORNER
thi Dixieland Shopping Center—Chestrut St.Murray, Ky. 42071
Saturday Special
March 24th & 31 stX
Ears Pierced
FREE
Studs - $3.00 Reg. $4.95
Ask A&•uftiurEarrTng Chub
don't have to be totally inca-
pacitated to have a depres-
sion that saps your energy
and strength Other readers
who want this issue can send
50 cents with a lo
stamped, self-addressed
velope for it to me in car f
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Two general recommen-
dations that can be made
would be that if your hus-
band is overweight, urge
him to lose it gradually and
if he is inactive and his
physical state will permit it,
he should start a _.gradual
exercise program. A good
walk every day sometimes
helps lift the spirits and
when done continually does
wonders for one's peace of
mind and health.
It is important to realize
that almost all serious
illnesses represent two dis-
orders, not just one. First
there is the serious illness,
such as heart disease or high
blood pressirre. The second
disorder is the psychological
reaction to the original dis-
ease.
The normal reaction to
finding out that you have a
disease that cannot be
quickly and easily cured is
to be anxious about it. De-
pending upon the nature of
the illness it can cause you to
be depressed. Both prob-
lems must be treated to




The Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet
Monday, March 26, at 7 p.m.
at the Calloway County Public
library.
Tbe__Sense of Beauty by
George Santayana will be the
book to'be discussed with' the
leaders to be Dr. and Mrs. A.
M. Wolfson.
All persons who have read
the book are invited to attend
and take part. the
discussion, a spokesman said.
SECURITY FEDERAL
Pays The Highest Interest Rates
Allowed By Law
Need We Say More
su Security Federal
ngs a Loan Association 739 234
Caputo-Scribner Vows
Solemnized At Church
The wedding of Miss Cyn-
thia Kay Caputo, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Roger W.
Caputo, 323 Seraphin, Ste.
Genevieve, Mo., to D. Fto
Scribner of Murray, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Duane Scribner,
Schenectady, N. Y., was
solemnized on Saturday, Feb.
3, at 3 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church, Ste.
Genevieve.
Dr. Robert Doom performed
the double ring ceremony. A
program of nuptial music was
presented by Mrs. Janet
Langley, organist, and Ms.
Francie Beard, soloist.
The bride, given in
marriage by her father, chose
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Lynn
Caputo, as her matron of
honor, and a friend, Mrs.
Cathy Donze, as hr
bridesmaid.
Roger Fteichmuth was best
man and Ray Conklin was
groomsman. They are both
friends of the groom. Mark
and David Caputo, brothers of
the bride, were the ushers.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held in the
American Legion Hall at Ste.
Genevieve, Mo.
Presiding at the guest book
and serving the guests were
Ms. Linda Vollmer, Ms.
Lorraine Stange, and Ms.
Jeanne Stange.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Scribner spent their
honeymoon in New Orleans,
Ia., and are now residing in
Murray.
Mrs. Scribner, a private
piano music teacher,
graduated from Murray State
University and received her




Mr. and Mrs. Danny Martin
of Route 7, Marion, are the
parents of a baby boy, Jason
Matthew, weighing seven
pounds two ounces, measuring
19 inches, born on Sunday,
March 18, at 12:38 p.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
The father is employed with
Moore's Business Forms and
the mother is on leave from
Potters, both at Marion.
Grandparents are Billy
Martin and the late Mrs.
Wilda Martin and Mr. and
Mrs. Garlon Trimble, all of
Marion. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Troy Cleve
Parrish, Dexter Route]
Mr. and Mrs. D. Robert Scribner
Mr. Scribner, teacher of
trumpet on the music faculty
at Murray State University,
received his bachelor and
master's degrees in music
education in 1970 and 1972
from Murray State. Currently
he is in progress on his Ph.D
degree, also in music
education, from North Texas
State University, Denton,
Texas.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority Plans .
For State Convention At Meet
The Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority, Unit 827, Woodmen
of the World, met Tuesday,
March 20, at the home of
Marilyn Herndon with Cynthia
Hart as cohostess.
Ann Spann, president,
presided with minutes and roll
call by Dianna Lyons,
secretary, and the financial
report by Linda Fain,
treasurer.
Final plans for the state
convention to be held in
Louisville April 6, 7, and 8




Donna Garland, and Cynthia
Hart--reported that
magazines and tray favors for
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Miss Ann Mahan, Fulton,
bride-elect of William Alton
Smith, Jr., of Murray, was
complimented at a breakfast
on Saturday, March 17, at 10
a.m. at the home of Mrs-.
Homer Wilson, Fulton, with
Mrs. Howard Edwards and
Mrs. Bill Fossett as
cohostesses.
This was the first of several
prenuptial courtesies planned
for the week to honor Miss
Mahan who is home from the




crocuses provided a spring
setting for the party. A two-
course breakfast was served
to 14 guests.
The bride's table was
centered with a bouquet of
Dr. Mischke, Jr.
Is Alpha Speaker
The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., minister of the
First United Methodist
Church, will be the guest
speaker at the luncheon
meeting to be held Saturday,
March 24, at the club house.
Thoughts in keeping with
the Lenten season will be
brought by Dr. Mischke,
according to Mary Belle
Overbey, program chairman.
Dr. Mildred Hatcher, Alpha
chairman, urges all members
to attend.
yellow mums, arranged u.
white wicker basket and green





Thomas Mahan of Fulton, and
the groom-elect's mother,





A Day of Recollection will
be held Tuesday, March 27, at
S. Leo's Catholic Church, 401
North 12th Street, Murray.
Spiritual exercises will be
conducted by the Rev. Stephen
Dunn from Hopkinsville.
Included in the day's program
will be a penintential service.
Coffee and registration will
take place in Gleason Hall at 9
a.m. with the first conference
scheduled for 9:30 a.m. The
day will conclude with
celebration of mass at 2:15
p.m.
All ladies of the parish and
their friends are invited. For
further information persons
may call 753-4019.
Fresh peas should squeak
when the pods are rubbed to-
gether. Store them unshelled
in your refrigerator.
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LADIES
Do you need help with your spring cleaning?






*Fire and Water Damage
•Suponnarkot & Dept. Stores
'Complete office cleaning
Ask about our "Turn Key" service on vacation




Professional service at an economical price.
Steve Hobbs Keith Millar
753-9757 759-1831
presented to the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital for
the patients 
Social committee members
reported a dance will be held
Friday, May 4, at the Wood-
men Hall for the sorority
members and friends.
The Kentucky Little Miss
Pageant committees made
plans for the event on May 19
with the deadline for entrants
to be March 31.
The door prize was won by
Loretta Jobs.
Those present were Jean
Richerson, Sara Alexander,
Loretta Jobs, Cynthia Hart,
Dianna Lyons, Donna
Garland, Linda Fain, Ann
Spann, Judy McCarty, and
Marilyn Herndon.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. James Garrison of






was Mrs. Odell Jarrett of
Murray.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Carl Cherry of Murray has




TUESDAY, APRIL 3 - 7:30 PM
MURRAY STATE FIELDHOUSEadmission: reserved $6.00 (children 12 & under $4.00)
g.a. $5.00 (children 12 & under $3.00)
On sale: Murray - Peoples Bank (Downtown), Bank of
Murray (Downtown) and Dennison &
Hunt Sporting Goods
Bank of Benton (Benton), Gatlin's Music Center
(Paducah), Sullivan's Drug Store (Paris) and
Hunt's Athletic Supply (Maytistld)
ORMATION: M 




























Tuba recital by Jay Holt-
zhouser, Caholua, Ill., will be
at 7.30 p.m. at the Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Annex,
Murray State University.
' ''1-80 Nebraska" will be
esented by the Reader's
at re at Murray State
University at 8 p.m. in the
University Theatre, Fine Arts
Cnter, Murray State.
Admission will be $1.
Regional high school speech
and debate contests, spon-
sored by Kentucky High
School Speech League, will be
- from 3 to 10 p.m. at Faculty
Hall, Murray State Univer-
sity.
"The Egg and The
tacubator" will be featured at
Empire Farm, Land Between
'1-the Lakes, from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Chicken, guinea,
turkey, duck, and goose eggs
'will be placed in an incubator
where you can watch them




League will bowl at 10 a.m. at
Corvette Lanes. Al] interested
young people are invited.
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will hear the
Rev. Dr. Walter Mischke, Jr.,
speak at the luncheon at 12
noon at the club house.
Rummage sale by Christian
Women's Fellowship of First
cpristian Church will continue
at the home of Lora Arnold,
017 Johnson Boulevard,
Starting at 9 a.m.
Fiddler's Contest will be
held at Jonathan School at
6:30 p.m. with chili supper to
be served at 5 :30 p.m.
Events Listed For Community Calendar
Saturday, March 24
Regional high school speech
and debate contests, spon-
sored by the Kentucky High
School Speech League, will be
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Faculty Hall, Murray State
University.
• '1-80 Nebraska" will be
presented by the Reader's
Theatre at 8 p.m. at the
University Theatre, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. Admission will be
$1.
Miss Murray State Pageant
will be held at 7:30 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Susan
Perkins, Miss America 1978,
and Marsha Bell, Miss Ken-
tucky 1978, will be.. special
guests.
A dance, featuring Bob
Nance and His Band, will be
held at Jaycee Civie Center
from 8 p.m. to 12 midnight.
This is sponsored by the
Murray Jaycees.
Horse and mule pull will be
at 7:30 p.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road. Admission will be
adults $2 and children under
12,81.
Alpha Mu Chapter of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon will have a rush
brunch at 10:30 a.m. at the
First Presbyterian Church. 
First District of the Ken-
tucky Federation of Women's
Club will meet at Marshall
County High School with the
coffee hour at 9 a.m. Sewing,
crafts, and music contests will
beheld.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Egg and
The Incubator at Empire
Farm from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.; Looking for Mr. Ground
Hog at Center Station at 2 p.m.
Lantern Tour at The
Homeplace-1850 at 7:30 p.m.;
The Home Chain Saw at
Empire Farm from 9 a.m. to 3
_p.M.
Fern Terrace Gazette




All of us at Fern Terrace have survived the hard
winter with no serious problems and are looking
forward to Spring. Several of us, staff and
residents, have had colds but it looks Nke we are
all on the road to recovery.
We want to welcome to our Fern Terrace
family Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Grogan, Mrs. Beatrice
Jones, Mrs. Jewell Phelps and Helen Callahan.
We also want to say Happy Birthday to Ora
Houston, Harlan Nanney, CS. Lowry, Les Mat-
tingly, Thelma Wicker, Helen Godat and our little
"Annie Willis," who celebrated her 99th birthday
the 1st of March. She still walks faster than any of
Our sympathy goes out to the family of our
"Bully Ledford" who passed away last week at
Mayfield. All of us will always have cherished
memories of "our Bully."
Les Mattingly, who is the lady resident you dan-
ced with at our last dance? You better watch out
or you'll end up with a black eye.
That's about all the news for now at Fern
Terrace so please come and visit with us often as
we always wekome visitors.
Saturday, March 24
Joint dinner meeting of the
Adult Farmer Classes of
Calloway County, taught by
Johnny Stockdale, will be at
Calloway County High School
at 7 p.m.
Murray Civitan Club
"Pancake Day" will be from 5




Booster Club will meet at the
high school at 2 p.m.
Lenten potluck supper will
be held at the First
Presbyterian Church at 6 p.m.
This is for all families and
guests.
Auditions for Racer Sum-
mer Theatre will be at 2 p.m.
at the University Theatre,
Murray State University. For
information call 767-4421.
A color motion picture,
"Corrie: The Lives She's
Touched," honoring the life of
Corrie ten Boom, will be
shown at the Memorial
Baptist Church at 6:10 p.m. No
admission will be charged, but
a free will offering will be
taken for the Billy Graham
Film Ministry.
Recital by Janwin Over-
street, piano, Paducah, will be
at 2 p.m., and a joint recital by
Lisa Hoagland, piano, Frank-
fort, and Mark Johnson,
trombone, Brandenburg, will
be at 3:30 p.m., both in the
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex,
Murray State University.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include The Egg
and the Incubator at Empire
Farm from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30,,
p.m., and Sassafras Tea Party
at Center Station at 1 p.m.
Sunday, March 25
Calloway County Singing
Convention will be at 1:30 p.m.
at the Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
A fashion show, sponsored
by Housing Programming
Committee and Springer Hall,
will be held at the University
Center Auditorium, Murray
State, at 2 p.m. Admission
will be 25 and 10 cents.
Calloway County Dry
League and Citizens for Drug
Control will meet at 7 p.m. at
the Woodmen Hall. For in-
formation call 759-4600.
League of Women Voters
will meet at 8 p.m. at the
Murray City Hall.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet at
7 p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library.
Creative Arts Department,
Murray_ Woman's Club, will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house.
Life and Learning course on
Microwave Cooking will begin
at 6 p.m. in Room North 206,
Applied Science Building,
Murray State University.
Murray State will play
Bradley in tennis at 2:30 p.m
at the University Courts
Beginning of a New Look at
WV* &Ant N




Nutrition Wien by Frances
Brown will be at 12:30 p.m. at
the Douglass Community
Center.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7.30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
lnunanuel Lutheran Church,
15th and Main Streets. For
information call 759-1792 or
753-9261.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall




photographer, will present an
illustrated lecture on his work
at 7:30 pm. in Room 423, Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
Univeersity.
• .
Bob Nolte will speak at the
Maranatha Christian Center,
200 North 15th Street, at 7:30
p.m.
Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon on Wednesday at
the Murray Country Club






By Abigail Van Buren
1979 by Cn,cago Tribune hews Sync Inc
DEAR ABBY: I've been divorced three years and have a
15-year-old son who lives with me. For the last eight months
I have been dating a man I care a great deal for, but we are
not engaged. (I'll call him Bob.)
When my son visits his father, which is nearly every
weekend, Bob sleeps over, but I never let him sleep with me
when my son is home.
This has caused some serious arguments between us. Bob
insists that it wouldn't make any difference to my son if we
slept together while he was home. I think it would, and I'm
not about to ask him.
Do you think I'm being "deceitful and phony" to stick to
my decision? My friend says I am.
How do other women in my position handle this?
NAMELESS, PLEASE
DEAR NAMELESS: I think your behavior can be more
appropriately described as "discreet" than deceitful and
phony. 
Stick to your decision.
DEAR ABBY: I'm sure you've heard of Peeping Toms, but
I'll bet you've never heard of Peeping Tina.
Tina 1s my wife, and she's got this thing about looking at
naked men.
We have a view of a large apartment building from our
bedroom window, and Tina gets a kick out of looking at men
in various stages of undress While I'm watching TV she
standing in the dark bedroom hoping to get a glimpse of a
naked guy. She knows what time certain neighbors undress
for bed and who pulls down the shades and who doesn't, and
that's her entertainment.
Now I'm not a prude, and I've never denied Tina a good
look at me in my birthday suit, so I can't understand why
she's so fascinated with naked men. Is something wrong
with her? She's 35 and I'm 37.
PUZZLED IN MANHATTAN
DEAR PUZZLED: if Tina's preoccupation with naked
men is sudden, maybe something is wrong with her. Such
curiosity is considered normal in adolescent children, but at
35 your wife should have outgrown it. She's too young to be
considered a dirty old lady, but don't laugh it off. Talk it out.
It's obviously sexual. Maybe Tina's missing something.
DEAR ABBY: I know a widow in her 70s who is quite
remarkable. (I'll call her Aunt Libby.) Circumstances aresuch that this lady has had to make her home with her
daughter for the last 12 years. Aunt Libby is active, cheerful
and a joy to be with. Best of all, she knows how to keep from
being in the way.
Aunt Libby makes herself available to stay in the homes
of parents who want a responsible adult there for a weekend
or longer.
She does this not so much for the money (which she can
use, of course) but she likes to get out of her daughter's
home for a while. I have even known her to spend her own
money to go to a motel for a few days—saying she needs
HER privacy, when it is really her wish to give her
daughter's family THEIR privacy.
What do you think of a woman like that?
IDAHO READER
DEAR READER: I think she deserves to be nominated
for mother of the year.
Do you wish you had more Moods/ For the secret of
popularity, got Abby's now booklet; "Hew T. Bo Popular;
You're Nava. Too You% or Too Ohl" Send $1 with a loos,
solt-addreasod, stamped 128 costa) onvolopo a Abby, 132






Age You Are, We
Automatically Figure
Your Discount
To the Lowest Penny
The Price You Pay Is What
Saves You Money
Try Our Discount Gash prices
All Our Customers
Are Senior Citizens
When It Comes To
Discounts!
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A fashion show will be
presented Sunday, March 25,
at 2 p.m. in the Murray State
University Center auditorium.
The program, sponsored by
the Housing Programming
Committee and Spring Hall at
Murray State University, will
include a wide selection of
spring fashions for men and
women as well as children.
The attire includes sort-
swear to bridal, tuxedoes and
formals, and casual wear.
Admission will be 25 cents




Mr. and Mrs. Dave Burrow,
214 Ellis Drive, Paris, Tenn.,
are the parents of a baby boy,
John David, weighing eight
pounds 11 ounces, born on
Saturday, March 3, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The mother is the former
Amanda Hoke, daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hoke
of Murray. Paternal grand-
parents are Mrs. Linda
Burrow and the late Alvin D.
Burrow of Murray.
Tuesday, March 27
Variety Show will be held at
7 p.m. by the Parent-Teacher




scheduled to meet at





A Day of Recollection will
be at St. Leo's Catholic Church
with coffee at 9 a.m. at
Gleason Hall, conferences at
9:30 a.m., and mass at 2.15
p.m.
Bible Journaling Class of
First Christian Church will
meet at the home of Corine




Bible Claims 10:00a.m.Worship 10:45 a.m.Worship 6-00p.m.
Wednesday: Bible Classes 7.00p.m.
l'Itksy
South of Murray on
d Murray-Paris Road.
For Transportation




GR. PLAIN CH ROAD
Gospel Broadcast: Seaday 11:30 A.M.
WNBS RADIO (1340)
Searching the Scriptures: Sunday 12:30 P.M.
WBBJ-TV. C. 7






Dean Freetly - Speaker
7:30 p.m. - Friday & Saturday
830 a.m, 9:45 a.m., 10:40 a.m.
and 6 p.m. Sunday
Everyone Is Invited
YOPPS SPRING SPECIALS















































































































PADUCAN OPEN AIR MARKET
2ND AND WASNINGTON
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OSBRON GIRL
Amy Elizabeth is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Darrell Lee Osbron of Route 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., for their
baby girl born on Wednesday,
March 14, at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.
The mother is the former
Katherine Jane Jackson of
Buchanan, Tenn.
MORRIS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Morris,
Route 1, Henry, Tenn., an-
nounce the birth of a baby boy,
Nicholas Brian, weighing
eight pounds 61  ounces, born
on Saturday, March 10, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The mother is the former
Judy Snider. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Ray Snider
and Mr. and Mrs. Wendell
Morris of Route 1, Paris,
Tenn.






from our 4ionpl4ge hrubzl
rrpistry.
Barbara and Siete





What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) air
You're mentally keen and
articulate. The accent is on
socializing with friends, but an
unexpected twist could lead to
mixed results.
TAURUS 
2:1€-"5"(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Review recent develop-
ments. Research projects
prosper. Career benefits now
possible, though a close one
will want your undivided
attention.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20
Your personality scintillates
...TREAT YOURSELF
to the VERY BEST
The ORIGIN AL...the U LT1M ATE...in
141( Gold Beads on a 14k Gold Chain
1(144. Old —
Bea
1 he .1.1 ore® that
pos., NY h the
'Start with one bead on a chain...add one or
more beads as you like...see your neckcham
grow in iceauts. value, and sentiment.'
among friends. Travel
enhances existing ties, though
some new acquaintances are
not your cup of tea.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) SO
Get in touch with those afar
An unexpected expense could
mar what otherwise is a good
time. Security will be found at
home.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 221444g
This is a long busy day with
an accent on togetherness
with close ones. Don't let the
pace of today lead to short
tempers later.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WP%
Your financial acumen is at
its best now and you're in the
mood to work overtime. Try to
avoid edginess as the evening
progresses.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) arl
The accent is on com-
munication with close ones,
though you might have a slight
disagreement about party
plans or financial costs.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 111/er.
There is much activity at
your home base of operations.
Try to avoid a temperamental
explosion in the p.m. You'll
turn off your guests.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )(Iv
Follow a close one's lead re
entertainment plans. Com-
munications go well, despite a
blooper later. You may be
caught off-guard.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) vi4
Financial planning is ac-
cented in the a.m. Later, it's a
mixed bag in carrying out
what are basically good ideas.
Friends are unpredictable.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)4°
You're in the mood to ex-
press your opinions. Don't get
so carried away that you turn
off your audience. Avoid
shocking others.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You'll have your say, then
make a gracious retreat to
seek your own privacy. This
may be interrupted by one
who wants to put his two cents
in.
YOU BORN TODAY can
succeed in both business and
the arts. Your financial
acumen makes you suited for
banking, real estate, and
management, though you
yourself are at times im-
provident with your personal
Finances. Your best success
comes with an interest in the
public welfare, for you are a
hard worker for any cause
that captures your interest.
Strongly artistic, you are
attracted to music, sculpture,
acting, and writing. You can
also succeed in government
and public service. Birthdate




This should be the reason for our every action.
Most of us go through the motions of the faith into which we
have been reared. We do this or that because the church has
told us to or the other members expect us to.
Is that what it means to have faith and belong to a church
family?
We don't think so. The Christian Church (Disciples of Christ
was founded on the principles of individual freedom and diver-
sity in religious thought. Each person is encouraged to relate
to Jesus Christ in his or her own way.
Each of us has been given unique talents and abilities. The
church offers many and varied opportunities to put them to use
as each sees fit. Putting your faith to work in your everyday
life the way you understand His teachings is all that matters.
We welcome you to share this freedom and fellowship with
us this Sunday.
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr: David C. Roos, Minister
JOY KEISO, junior at Calloway County High School, will
represent the Hazel Woman's Club in the sewing contest at
the meeting of the First District of the Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs to be held Saturday, March 24, at the
Marshall County High School, Briensburg. Miss Kelso,
(laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glen Kelso of Lynn Grove, is a
member and officer of the Calloway County High School
Chapter of the Future Homemakers of America and is a
candidate for the state homemaker degree of FHA. She will
model an ensemble composed of jacket, vest, skirt, blouse.
and shoal that she has made at the district meeting.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Dr.
James Klotter, managing
editor of the Kentucky
Historical Society's
publications department, is
looking for valuable bits of
history which may be stored
away in an attic. Dr. Klotter
needs old letters, diaries,
personal travelogues of trips
made in Kentucky, early
newspapers, country store
records, and handwritten
county histories to complete a
new —foT-ume -of Kentucky
History.
The co-author of "Decades
of Discord, 1865-1900," Dr.
Klotter is now working on a
history of Kentucky from 1900
to 1976. This history will be the
fourth in a four-volume series
which began with Col. George
Chinn's "Kentucky. Set-
tlement and Statewood, 1750-
1800."
Dr. Hambleton Tapp, co-
author of Decades" and state
historian, is currently working
on the third volume which will
be a history of Kentucky from
1800-1865.
In addition to old letters,
diaries and other
manuscriiits, Dr. Klotter
needs old photographs which
depict the history of Kentucky
during this period. The book
will include about 70
photographs. These and other
material will be copied by the
society and returned to the
owner.
Dr. Klotter's book will
contain unpublished accounts
of World Wars I and II, the
Depression years in Ken-
tucky, Harlan County's coal
war during the 1930's, the
effect of prohibition in the
state, and other interesting
Chiropractic is one of the
most recent of the healing
techniques to become
available for the control
and cure of pain and
discomfort. It is less than
100 years old.
like most other new
developments, chiropracti-
c has been forced to over-
come popular resistance,
until its logic made it
universally accepted. Con-
tinuity of nerve function
from brain to every finger
or toe, as well as the iii-
ternal organs, is needed for
healthful operation of the
body. This is the basic ob-
jective of chiropractic.
Give chiropractic a chan.
ee to. help you. Phone for
appointment.
items about life in the Com-
monwealth during this period.
Some of the political history
of this period will feature a
section about former
Governor Beckham and the
Black Patch War in the early
1900s, and Ruby Laffoon,
lieutenant. governor during
former Gov. A.B. Chandler's
first administration.
To submit material which
will help Dr. Klotter in doing
the research on this volume of
Kentucky history, contact him
at (502) 564-3016. The address
is Kentucky Historical
Society, Box H. Frankfort,
Kentucky 40602.
A law was passed in 1908
making it illegal for a woman
to smoke in public in New York
City. 
The second in the series of
Consumer Education lessons
for senior citizens, sponsored
by the Murray-Callowa>
County Senior Citizens
Program and the Center For
Continuing Education at
Murray State University, will
be held Monday, March 26, at
12:30 p.m. at the Douglass
Community Center.
Frances Brown, retired
home economics teacher from
Murray State University, is




Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Mertz of Sidney, N. Y., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughteri
Pamela Ann, to Stephen Dale Kemp, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles D. Kemp of Murray.
Miss Mertz is employed as a legal secretary for the law
firm of Kellam, Pickell and Lawler of Norfolk, Va.
Mr. Kemp is presently serving with the United States
Navy.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, April 22, at the
United Methodist Church at Sidney, N.Y.
YOPPS YOPPS YOPPS YOPPS YOPPS YOPPS YOPPS YOPPS TOM'S YOPPS TOFFS TOP
Cut Lawn And Garden Costs!
YOPPS SEED CO. OF PADUCAH
Insures you of a green lawn and better garden at lower cost.
And Here's Why:
* SEED AT LOW COST.
In comparison, Yopps can often offer seed 200% to 300% lower
than other outlets.
*PERSONALIZED SERVICE.
All sales and staff personel are experienced in all aspects of
lawn and garden production and care.
*GREATER SELECTION.
Not all seed varieties are the same and each serves a different
purpose. We carry literally hundreds of different varieties.
*FULL SERVICE AND FOLLOW UP:
Lawn and garden care is for all seasons. We offer year around
care through our wide variety,9f insecticides, fungi control,
dormant sprays and fertilizers.
THIS WEEK AT YOPPS:v_S
eAr






Fertilizer 20 lb. - 10-6-413A
Weed de Feed 20 lb. -20-10-5 $4.115
20 lb. - 10-6-4$425 
Garden Food 20 lb. - 5-10-5 $US
Certified Seed Potatoes
Kennebecks - Red Pont




'Ilk knits Illasior lograkies''
March 24, 1979 7:30 P.M.
Lovett Auditorium
Tickets:
UM Adults $2.1XLMSU Students with ID
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Your Body: God's Gift
in I Corinthians Paul enunciated
some great principles which are very
helpful to Christians who are seeking to
tadarittand God's plan for the use of
their bodies.
I Corinthians 6:15-29
itbecause the Corinthian Christians
Lived in the midst of a people who
Oracticed and vindicated !leen-
dOusness, Paul here placed strong
emphasis on the fact that the human
bpdy is not designated for indulgence in
licentiousness, but that Christ has a just
Claim upon it, and rightfully expects it
*be devoted to Him and His service. It
if possible for one to think that he is his
tiwn master. However, it should be very
esitdent that, since no one has created
or sustained himself, he cannot be his
njrn, and does not have any right to
*jure self in the service of Satan.
i''For ye are bought with a price." If
Au are a child of God, you have been
*teemed from the curse of the law, the
rath of God, and the vassalage of
Satan. Therefore, it is your persistent
r&sponsibility to "glorify God in your
tiltiy." Seemingly some have the at-
titude, "I can do what I please with my
bly." But that attitude is wrong. When
one abuses or misuses his body he is
abusing or misusing that which belongs
E
nother. When one becomes a child of
his body becomes the temple of the
y Spirit. Indwell by the Holy Spirit,
one is not free to act as he pleases, but
he is responsible for glorifying God.
"Man's chief end is to glorify God."
God made your body, loaned it to you
for,your lifetime, gives you every beat
of your heart and every breath of, your
lungs, wants to work with your hands,
and longs to speak with your tongue.
Yield yourself to God without reser-
vation or delay, thereby making it
possible for Him to use you for His glory
and for the benefit of others. Glorify
God in your body by thinking about
Him, by turning your thoughts into
aspirations, and by transforming your
aspirations into actions which please
and honor Him.
I Corinthians 7:3-7
Th$ Chrigians in -CfriAtii consulted
Paul about problems and he readily
gave them sound advice with reference
to their proper solution. Some of their
letters contained specific questions
about relevant and important matters.
Prompted by the circumstances
prevailing in Corinth, with the masses
being devoid of any scruples against
indulgence in immorality, they
inquired of Paul as to the advisablity of
marriage.
In response to their question, Paul did
not state any rule as to whether or not
the Corinthian Christians should
marry. He did not assert that either
state, the unmarried or the married,
was more holy than the other. He
declared that the married state was
good and that marriage was honorable.
He acknowledged that each state had
some advantages, and he reminded
them that the decision to marry or not
to marry was a privilege given to
everyone. He taught them that the
important thing is to follow the leading
of the Lord in this matter.
Marriage is the natural and normal
thing for most individuals, but many do
not need a partner in marriage. It is the
will of God for all to abstain from im-
morality. Before marriage God
requires all to practice continence, and
after marriage all are obligated to be
faithful to his or her partner until death.
Both husband and wife are to be sen-
sitive to the needs of the other, and to
give the other his or her conjugal
rights. The sexual relationship is
divinely restricted to those who are
married to each other, even though
some ruthlessly disregard what God's
Word has to say on this subject.
Bible Thought
Woe unto him that giveth his
neighbor drink, that puttest thy bot-
tle to him, and makest him drunken
also, that thou mayest look on their
nakedness. Habakkuk 2:15.
Drunkenness and sex sins often go
hand in hand. They make people




1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
unrest we
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While the women folks manned the country phone, the men
Wks monopolized the gossip around the country store stove. Many
a winter crop was planted, many a stove spattered with ambere dur-
ing these sessions. Politicians were made and broken from firebrands
to ashes from daybreak until sundown—the beginning and closing
marking the public life from the private life of folks down on the
farm. From this source of information, the news of the world was
reduced to the understanding of the unlearned listener through an
i effective country store persuader. It wa.s a good life, providing
the needed opiate to soothe the uncertainty of the farmer subject
to vagaries of flood and drought, plenty and want.
Step by step, farm folks took a little bit and gave a little bit
with t.1 , anmethodic precision economic forces stra gely handed down.
Some uld call it the law of compensation. By whatever title this
force of sharing was an essential to frontier life. For an absolute
stranger to stop at a farrnplace near noontime for direction to a
distant village or a neighbor's house, the reply would be in keeping
With the inquiry, nonetheless, the stranger would be asked to stay
for dinner as if the invitation were a verbal obligation. Equally
would be the proffer of hospitality should the stranger arrive near
dark by the simple but sincere statement: "Won't you spend the
night?"
Wintertime fun activities among young people of Murray in-
cluded ice skating and snow sledding. Be as it may, this was not
a commonplace indulgence among farm youths. Three hills in town
highlighting the sledding scene were Pool Spring Hill, Christian
Church Hill, and Cook Hill; the first being that on the site of the
did Hosiery Mill just east and running parallel with South 4th Street,
the second church hill was just off court square on North 5th Street,
and Cook Hill was on the southwest portion of the present hospital
grounds, extending south to the fence where the graveyard rested.
For an excellent description of sledding in Murray reference is made
to Dr. Hugh McElrath's "Murray" which presents the occasions with
nostalgic pleasureableness.
Ice skating, as was the case with sledding, was dependent on
the climate. In the extraordinary freezes, Clark's River at the Paris
Bridge long span of water, was the supreme rink. For safer exercise
in the sport, the pond at the east end of the race track was a key
congregating point. McElrath's Pond on the parking lot just west
of the Tappan Co. plant served as a small rink after the discontin-
uance of cutting ice for home use by the family. Incidentally, the
old ice house still stands on the site.
For an opposite end of the climatic pole, the favorite swimming
hole for Murray youths was Little Mill, half mile south of the old
'Piffling Bridge on the old New Concord Road. Old Mill, the deeper
la-the-raw swimming hole, was downstream two miles. The Tub
mysteriously vanished from the scene (between the two watering
holes) as invisibly as it was carved out of soapstone by au uncanny
--- _ — iewtocf-fixg-iiag watt-1 "Mixed 3.4a.shing" wptiderimed on high









The Trial Of Jesus
By The Rev. Cubs Fletcher
Retired Episcopal Minister
The Trial of Jesus is as fascinating to
today's Bible student as it has always
been, once the accounts began to take
written form. U.S. Judge James
Gordon made a talk on the subject to
the Men's Bible Study Class at St.
Mary's, Madisonville in the 1950's that
is still recalled today by those who were
present. Not being a lawyer, I can
hardly expect to do as well, yet I find it
truly interesting to consider the
questions Pilate asks as we find them in
the 18th and 19th chapters of John's
Gospel.
"What accusation, do you bring
against this mart?" the Roman
Governor asks. Whether we think of
Pilate as acting like the desk sargeant
SFR AlF.fg..1r
ur




In his capacity as a newspaperman,
William Allen White, a staunch
Republican, was a familiar figure at
Democratic National Conventions.
One year, when the chairman of the
convention called the gathering to
order, he announced:
• "I have just learned that our
clergyman has taken ill. I will therefore
ask our good friend, William Allen
White, to open the proceedings with a
prayer."
The editor reluctantly made his way
to the speaker's stand.
"As a Republican," he told the
assemblage, "I need not tell you that I
find this highly irregular. I am of no
mind to invoke the blessing of the Lord
for an occasion such as this. In fact, I
don't even want the Lord to know I am
here."
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell FL Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
5642500 or by writing to them in care
or the State Capitol Building. ja
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home '
addresses of state legislators
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Rep.  "Ketmeth C. Tmet '
201 S. 3rd Street
Itfittrray, KT-42M- - --
at the local police court, or the judge in
his robes, it does seem like a formal
arraignment. But almost at once we
note a breakdown in procedure. The
answer is not satisfactory. But we
discover a contest between one group of
men who are determined to put Jesus to
death and one man who is determined
to aquit him! The group of men, who in
the end have their way, are stubborn
men. They make Pilate come out to
them!"
Because of their religious law they
would have become ceremonially
defiled had they entered the
praetoriuzn, so Pilate goes to them. And
after a skirmish (Pilate may have been
very cautious not to commit some legal
error,) he goes back and asks Jesus
"Are you the king of the Jews?" Then in
this gospel there is some bickering on
Pilate's part. When Jesus asks the
source of the charge, Pilate counters
with '' Am I a Jew?...your own people
have handed you over. What have you
done?"
to condemn himself? Jesus admits his
kingship but defines it with care. When
he speaks of truth, then Pilate asks
-What is truth?" (A well known poet
pointed out he didn't stay to hear the
answer!)
At this point Pilate is ready to release
Jesus, but his judgement is not ac-
cepted. He asks if they want Jesus
released according to the custom of
releasing a prisoner at the time of the
feast. The quarrel continues. When
Pilate hears the accusers say Jesus
made himself the Son of God, he goes
back to ask Jesus where he came from.
In frustration at Jesus' silence, he
cries "Why will you not speak to me'
Don't you know I can put you to death?"
The sad spectacle continues until
Pilate asks that final question -Shall I
crucify your King?"
By Roman and Jewish standards the
whole trial was a mockery, full of legal
mistakes. However, we who have given
our lives to Jesus are not concerned
over legal redress. Our concern must
be with our present relationship with
Jesus.
How do we answer ' the questions
Pilate posed? Especially how do we
respond to the last question? Would we
crucify Jesus by our sins? Would we
nail him to the cross who now is King of
Glory?
Only after we try the law as a way of
self-righteousness can we become
convicted of sin and convinced of
hopelessness except in trusting Jesus.
We need a savior. We need a King.
Pilate said "ECCE HOMO- behold
the man." We see his trial and say to
the world "Behold your king."
EARAN
 •
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply. but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a 67-year-old
widower. I live on my Social Security
benefits and my company's pension
check. My problem is that I will soon be
going into the hospital for surgery for
cataracts. My doctor has suggested
that I get contact lenses instead of
regular glasses. I still have not decided
which to get. The main thing I am
concerned about is will Medicare cover
the cost of contact lenses for me'
C.E.
Yes, Medicare does cover the cost of
contact lenses after cataract surgery.
All brands of hard contact lenses are
covered. Medicare only covers soft
contact lenses made by Bausch and
Lomb, Milton Roye, Inc., Soflens, Inc.
and Alcon Laboratories, Inc. We must
also point out that Medicare will cover
either the contact lenses or the regular
glasses but not both.
Medicare coverage of contact lenses
and glasses only applies to a person
who needs them after cataract surgery
They do not cover the cost of regular
eye glasses or contact lenses.
For people who are now on the
Medicare program or will soon be
turning 65 and going on Medicare, we
now have available the new 1979 ver-
sion of Heartline's Guide to Medicare.
This book is written in easy-to-
understand, question-and-answer form.
You can receive this book by sending
11.75 to Headline's Guide to Medicare,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. This book is completely
guaranteed, and if you are not satisfied.
your money will be refunded.
HEARTIINE: lam 63 and I draw niy
Social Security retirement benefit. The
last several years during this time of
Year, I have been laid up by some bad
Caldit. Do you have any helpful hints in
regard to this? - K.J.
As the cough and common cold
season approaches, it may be advisable
to chetir—strpetier-Arr- the fairaitr,
medicine chest. Although U.S. con-
sumers spend something like 8700
million a year on "cold cures,- ac41
cording to an estimate by the Federal
Food and Drug Administration, none
will cure or even shorten a cold.
Experts advise that proper use of
some nonprescription drugs may
relieve several symptoms associated
with a cold. These experts were called
on by the FDA to study the problem of
safety, effectiveness and label ac-
curacy of some 90 active ingredients
used in cough, cold and related
products. The nonprescription products
were divided into six groups and placed
'in one of three categories: (1) generally
recognized as safe and effective and not
mislabeled; (2) not generally
recognized as safe and effective; and
131 insufficient data at present to
permit classification. Brand names of
products containing the ingredients
considered safe and effective were not
provided, but alert consumers can
secure the ingredient classifications by
sending for "The Common Cold: Relief
But No Cure" available without charge
from Consumer Information Center,
Dept. 642E, Pueblo, Colo. 81009.
HEARTLINE: Can one person have
more than one Social Security number?
I have a friend who claims that she
does. - R.A.
A person is not supposed to have two
Social Security numbers, although
many people do. Quite often a person
will obtain a number, go many years
without ever using it, lose all records of
it and apply for another, forgetting
about the first. If a person thinks that
he may have quarters of work under
two different Social Security numbers,
he should report it to the nearest Social
Security office.
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Dr. A. H. Kopperud, Paul Engle, H.
Glenn Doran, H. E. Chrisman, and
Leonard Vaughn are new directors of
the Murray Chamber of Commerce.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Pauline
Nolan Rushing, 46.
Airman Richard V. Farrell, USN, son
of Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Farrell, is ser-
ving aboard the attack aircraft carrier
USS America.
Army Private Hugh D. Barksdale
completed advanced training as a
combat engineer at Fort Leonard
Wood, Mo.
Airman Roger L. Mitchell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby R. Mitchell, Murray
Route 2, has completed basic training
at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.
The wedding of Rita Kay Wheeler,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs, Otis Wheeler
of Lynnville Route 1, to Larry Dale
Blakely, son of Mr. and Mrs. Keys
Blakely of Murray Route 1, was
solemnized on Feb. 21 at the Lynnville
Baptist Church.
20 Years Ago
Ernie Rob Bailey, Murray Training
School Chapter of the Future Farmers
of America, is the owner of the grand
champion in the annual FFA and 4-H
Hog Show and Sale held today at the
Murray Livestock Company. Showing
the reserve champion was Nelson Key
and the heavy hog champion was Phil
Reeder, both of the Murray Training
School Chapter of the FFA.
Deaths reported include Charlie N.
Parker, 50.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy J. Williams.
Elected as chairman was Mrs.
Bennie George and as secretary-
treasurer was Mrs. Dan Pickets of' the
Woman's Auxiliary of St. John's
Episcopal Church at the meeting held
at the home of Mrs. David Gowans.
New officers of the Methodist Youth
Fellowship of the Kirksey Church are
Eva Mae McCallon, Charlotte Garland,
Bettie Smith, Helen McCallon, Carolyn
Palmer, Larry Watson, Phyllis Jones,
and Dan Easley. Counselors are Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Pat James.
30 Years Ago
cache of dynamite which could
'have been used in opening the safe
stolen March 13 from Swann's Grocery
was found yesterday by Kentucky State
Trooper Brigham Futrell who was
conducting a search in the lake area
near the old road to Eggner's Ferry
bridge.
Maurice D. Bement, Committee for
Kentucky, Louisville and Lone Oak,
spoke at the meeting of the Murray
Lions Club held last night at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
The Senior Class of Lynn Grove High
School has returned from a trip to
points in Eastern and Central Kentucky
concluding with attendance at the finals
of the Kentucky High School Boys
Basketball Tournament on March 19.
They were accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Buron Jeffrey.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Zack Staples on March 21, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Potts on
March 21, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Bury on March 22.
A. L. Bazzell was honored March 6
with a dinner in celebration of his 79th
birthday.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, March 23, the 82nd
day of 1979. There are 283 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1775, Patrick Henry
made a plea for American freedom in a
speech before the Virginia provincial
convention in Richmond, declaring:
"Give me liberty or give me death."
On this date:
In 1657, England and France signed a
treaty in Paris for joint attacks agairJr
Spanish-held territory.
In 1919, Benito Mussolini founded a
new political movement in Italy.
In 1942, during World War H, the
forced movement of Japanese-
Americans from their homes on the
U.S. west coast to inland camps began.
In 1965, Pakistan became a republic
but retained membership in the British
Commonwealth.
In 1966, the Archbishop of Can-
terbury. Arthur Ramsey. met Pope
Paul VI at the Vatican, marking the
first official meeting between the heads
of the Anglican and Roman Catholic
churhes in four centuries.
In 1967, NASA suspended training in
the Apollo program until the full impact
of a fatal fire in a rocket could be
assessed.
Ten years ago Thousands of teen-
agers gathered in Miami's Orange
Bowl for a rally for "decency in en-
tertainment."
Five years ago! Eight people were
killed and a dozen others injured when
a gasoline can was ignited and thrown
into a crowded bar in Allentown, Pa.
One year ago: The Senate completed
action on a bill raising the mandatory
retirement age to 70 for most
Americans
Today's birthdays. Social
philosopher Eric Fromm is 79 years
old Irish civil rights leader Bernadette
Devlin-is 32,
-Th 547fil I rtday. There is-rarmore
miserable human being than one in
whom nothipg is habitual but indecision
- psychoNgist William Jetties, 1842-
1910
u
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Calloway Falls To Oldham County 58-561
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
RICHMOND, Ky. — Oldham County
girls basketball coach David Weedrnan
said before the game he thought the
difference in the officiating in the two
regions might make be a factor.
And Calloway County coach
Marianne Davis said after the game
she KNEW it was a difference.
We were beaten to death, literally,"
said Davis, after her Lakers were
dropped by Oldham County 58-50 in the
first round of the Girls State High
School Basketball Tournament in
Alumni Coliseum last night.
The loss ended the Lakers' season
and gave them only their fourth loss
against 20 victories. Oldham County,
now 20-7, takes on Butler County, an
impressive winner over Boyd County,
tonight at 9 p.m.
"That reaching around and hacking
at the ball just isn't allowed in the First
Region," said Davis. ''But that isn't a
knock at Oldham County. That's the
way they are used to playing, and they
played a good game."
The Colonels, Eighth Region
champions, jumped to a 10-2 lead and
led the entire contest, though Calloway
rallied repeatedly in the second half but
could never tie or lead the game.
We were worried about how
physical Oldham was supposed to be,"
said Davis, who ended her coaching
career at Calloway. She announced
recently that she would move to Frank-
fort at the end of the school year.
Oldham held leads as large as 15
points in the first half against the jittery
Lakers, who were held to a single field
goal for the entire first quarter and 15
seconds into the next.
But Mina Todd, the Lakers' leading
scorer with a 21-point average, scored
eight straight points — she pumped in
Calloway's first 12 in the game— to pull
her team within 13-10 with 4:36 left in
the quarter.
Oldham, though, began to assert its
superior rebounding strength and
outpointed Calloway 12-4 over the next





It was a full 45 minutes after the game, but Stephanie
Wyatt was still overcome with emotion. One look at her
would have told anyone the outcome of last night's Calloway
County-Oldham County matchup.
• 'It just wasn't enough," she repeated softly to herself as
she and the rest of the Laker team milled around talking to




It was hard to imagine this Wyatt as the same one who had
earlier battled it out with an Oldham County team that was
more physical than any other Calloway had faced.
Surrounded most of the time by players as much as three
inches taller than she, Wyatt hauled down an amazing 17
second-half rebounds. Her efforts helped Calloway make a
run at Colonels before it ran out of steam and lost 58-50 in the
first round of the Girls State High School Basketball Tour-
nament.
"I had dreamt my whole life of playing in the state tour-
nament," said Wyatt, a 5-10 senior center. "Then I went out
and just stood around in the first half." After two quarters,
Wyatt owned one — that's ONE — rebound.
"Coach (Marianne Davis) just told me to play ball in the
second like she knew I could. It just seemed like we all stood
around in the first half."
"Great game, Stephanie," fans said repeatedly to Wyatt.
"But it just wasn't enough," she said, as the tears continued
to flow.
But it almost was. While Oldham County, and most
noticably front-liners Viv Bohon, Rita Berry and Mary
Wagner. ripped down rebound after offensive rebound in the
first half, things all changed after the intermission.
So. WYATT, Page
Colonels led 33-16 at the half.
-I think our defense was good enough
in the first half," said Davis after the
game. "We just weren't hitting our
normal shots."
That statement showed on the
statistics, as the Lakers hit on only 10-
of -27 {37 percent) shots. Oldham was 14
of 35 after two periods.
While Todd kept Calloway within
striking distance in the first half with 14
points, the second half could have been
entitled "The Stephanie Wyatt Show."
The 5-10 senior center hauled down 17
rebounds after the intermission,
enabling the Lakers to get vital second
and third shots.
On two different occasions, Calloway
edged within threepoints, the last time
at 41-38 with 5:49 left in the game. Rose
Ross missed the front end of a bonus
free-throw attempt, though, and
Oldham stretched the advantage back
out to nine points on an eight-footer by
Mary Wagoner and two baskets by Rita
Berry. Calloway was never closer than
four points thereafter.
Davin Redden prepares to shoot against Oldham County
during lost night's state tournament game. Calloway County
lost 58-50. Staff photo by Tony WI Lion
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"We felt like if we could get put
pressure on Ross, we could get her to
handle the ball more and keep Todd
from getting the ball as much," said
Weedman, making his second trip to
the Sweet 16 in three years. "I think we
got the job done."
Davis, though, felt the roughness of
the contest, especially in the backcourt,
was the difference. "Rose just wasn't
used to being slapped on the arms every'
time she dribbled," said Davis.
"She kept coming up to me and
saying 'they're hitting me,' but there
was nothing we could do about it."
Toildi,suidi3ssids, was ill and hadn't
practiced all week. "She had a hard
time getting up and down the court,"
Davis said. "She had a 100-degree fever
earlier this week, and she's lost a lot of
weight. It took a lot out of her just be out
on the floor."
Todd still finished with 20 points to
lead all scorers, connecting on 10-of-19
shots. Ross, with 14, was the only other
double-figure scorer for the Lakers.
Oldham's front line of Viv Bohon,
Rita Berry and Mary Wagner combined
for 37 points and 20 rebounds. Bohon, a
smooth 5-10 center, hit on 7-of-13 shots,
while Berry, a physical 5-7 forward,
had four field goals, including two
layups in the closing seconds to help ice
the contest for the Colonels.
Calloway's best quarter was the
third, when it outscored Oldham 13-8. "I
guess we felt like the game was over
after the first half, so we just quit
playing," said Weedman. 'Then it got
close, and we began to play well
again."
"Nothing they did was a surprise,"
said Davis. "We missed some shots in
the first quarter, then we missed vital
free throws — Calloway was 8-for-18 for
the game — in the second.
"But we did the First Region proud, I
think," said Davis. Teams have come
up from our region and gotten blown
out. We have nothing to be ashamed
of."
The Lakers outrebounded the taller
Colonels 49-39 but hit just 21-of-60 field-
goal tries (35 percent) for the game.
Oldham sank 22 of 57 for 39 percent.
"Neither team played particularly
well," Weedznan said. "Both teams
were tight in the first quarter. But we
did a good job to even win."
MINAS COVItTY Si
fg-a ft-a
Viv Bohon 7-13 0-1
Rita Berry 4-14 4-6
Mary Wagner 4-9 3-4
Ann Estes 3-9 3-6
Nathy Stites 2-5 4-7
Minga Thomas 1-3 0-0
Lori Oldham 1-4 0-1
Totals 22-57 14-25
CALLOWAY COVIITY Si
Mina Todd 10-19 0.0
Rose Ross 7-22 0-3
Stephanie Wyatt 2-4 5-10
Melissa Miller 1-2 3-5
Mimi Winchester 1-5 0-0
















Kim Willie 0-1 0-0 1 1 0
Penny Overbey 0-1 0-0 1 1 0
Totals 21-60 8-18 49 17 50
Oldham 10 23 8 17-58
Calloway 2 14 13 16-50
'Breds Triumph, Tie InTwinbill
It was a frustrating way to
end a baseball game, but at
least Murray State didn't
come out on the losing end.
After beating Northwestern
5-1 in their first game, the
Thoroughbreds looked to have
a good shot of winning the
second against Chicago Circle
Thursday afternoon.
Rain. and darkness forced
the umpires to declare the
seventh inning the last to be
played, but Murray loaded the
bases with only one out in the
botbom of the frame. But two
popups ended the contest,
giving the 'Breds one win, one
draw and.improving their
overillFecord to 8-1.
They faced Iowa State and
Northwestern in another
doubleheader today at Regan
Field. The first game began at
1 p.m.
Murray 5, Northwestern 1
Righthander Cliff Buechel
became Murray's first two-
game winner, scattering four
hits over six and one-third
innings. But he needed relief
help from freshman Kyle
Byrd.
Bill Dierberger slammed a
home run to lead off Nor-
thwestern's seventh inning
and spoil Buechel's shutout
bid. And, after Northwestern
loaded the bases with one out,
Byrd came on.
He retired the next two
batters on a grounder he
tossed to the plate for a for-
ceout and drawing a popup to
catcher Jeff Oakley.
Murray scored all the runs it
needed in the first inning when
Doran Perdue scored on a
single and Steve Sencibaugh •
came around on a throwing
error by the shortstop.
After Perdue had walked
and stole second, Sencibaugh
rapped a single for one run,
and Robin Courtney's
grounder was misplayed,
allowing Sencibaugh to score.
In the sixth, first baseman
Bill Wagoner doubled home
Greg Tooley, who had singled,
and scored moments later on
two passed balls.
Murray 4, Chicago Circle 4
Chicago Circle reliever
Dave Dir retired both Greg
Tooley and Bill Waoner on
pop-ups to kill the 'Breds rally
and force a tie.
Doran Perdue had opened
the inning with a walk before
stealing second and third. Two
more bases-on-balls set up
Dir's heroics.
The 'Breds went ahead 1-0 in
the second inning when
Wagoner scored from second
after starter John Barak
overthrew first base on an
attempted pickoff.
But Chicago rallied to go
ahead 3-1 in the third when
Murray centefielder Tony
Threatt misplayed a bases-
loaded hit, allowing all three
Chicago runners to score.
But Murray bounced back
for two runs in the fourth to
knot the score.
Tom Fehn walked and
Tooley was hit by a pitch,
setting up a two-run double by
designated hitter Tim
Hopkins. Hopkins has now hit
safely in four straight games.
Chicago took the lead once
more with a single run in the
fifth, but Tony Threatt's
sacrifice fly scored Tom Fehn




19 Miles Per Gallon
Toyota Celica — 18 MPH • Datsun 280Z 16 MPG
Mazda RX7 —18 MPG • MG — 16 MPG
Audi 5000 17 MPG
These Gas mileage estimates can be found
in 1979 U.S. Government EPA Guide.
We can give you the extra room in an American made comfortableautomatic with better gas mileage than most imports and for lessmoney.
Our Cutlass Stipreme Coupe
Starts a, $5,171,64 Plus Destination Charge
GMAC & BANK FINANCING AVAILABLE UP TO 48
MONTHS TO PAY
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MIS Todd latrachos a hone shot.
State Tournament
The Calloway County girls basketball team earned its
first trip ever to the state tournament by winning the
First Region title on March 6. Last night, the Lakers
fell to Oldham County 58-50 in the first round of the
Girls State High School Basketball Tournament in
Richmond. Calloway, which opened its season with 11
straight victories, finishes at 20-3, its best season
ever.
Staff photos by Tony WiLson
Wyatt Finishes
Laker Career
Geatinaed free Page 1
Wyatt dominated the backboards to such an extent that
Oldham County failed to get a single rebound and put back —
something it did with consistency- in the first half — in the
third quarter.
Calloway even managed to pull as close as three points on
two different occasions before the comeback fizzled and
Oldham sealed its victory with free throws late in the game.
Leading scorer Mina Todd was slowed with illness, and
Forward Dawn Redden was hampered with a heavily ban-
daged leg. With Oldham putting extreme pressure on
Calloway's other double-figure scorer, Rose Ross, the Lakers
needed someone else to do something offensively.
Wyatt responded with nine points, tying a season high, in
addition to her board-clearing efforts.
"I really don't look to score," she said. "We have too many
good shooters on this team. I just want to get the rebound, or
make the good pass for an assist." A player like Wyatt ex-
plains, in part, the shining 20-3 record Calloway brought into
the state tournament.
-There's no doubt that Stephanie had the best game — at
least the best half — of her Fife," said Davis. "She was getting
the outlet pass to our guards well, and she kept their (Oldham
County's) big players from killing us on the backboards."
Afterwards, Wyatt was as disgusted with the tempo the
officials allowed during the game as her teammates seemed
to be throughout.
"We just can't smack at the ball in the First Region like
they were doing to us," Wyatt said. "Coach tried to keep it in
our heads that they would be physical, but it's still hard to ad-
just when you're used to playing a certain way the whole
season."
The Lakers, and especially Wyatt, adjusted well enough in
the second half to make the contest a tight one and send the
Calloway County students that arrived in six buses bonkers.
Only Lexington Lafayette's Melanie Miller has totaled
more rebounds (19) that did Wyatt during the eight first-
round games.
"We did make it a little exciting in the second though," said
Wyatt. She allowed a grin to creep onto her face. "But it just
wasn't enough."
Stephanie Wyatt watches tie result if. free threw attempt.
Rose Ross dribbles around Ofdham's Ming. Thomas.
Denny Jones (left) and Chris Sheridan weren't too pleased during this pert of last night's game
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BALTIMORE ORIOLES- Sent Mike
Budincier. brooks Carey. Ed Hoot and
Nate id. padres, and Dave Ruppert.
caliber. le tbeir miner league camp for
reassignment
BOSTON RED SOX- Eatended the
contract of Carl Yastrsernii outfielder
through the 111111 season
Rattan& League
NEW YORK METS-- Placed Bob Mynck
and Bob &police. pitchers. on the 214ay
disabled list Sent Juan Berenguer, pit-




OAKLAND RAIDERS Traded Neal
Caine, cortserbacii-punt returner. to the
Miami Dolphins for • thirdround draft
choice
COLLEGE
UCLA—Announced the resignation of
Gar, Cunrungham head basketball coach
Baseball
Wallis Baseblil At A Glom
The Ameeksteil Press
Tbarrioy's Games
Detroit 7, Hannon 5
Atlanta a Los Angelis 4
Minnesota 3. Ptarairia i. Iklaunli
Chicago I A) 4, Clielligil I
Kansas (Sty 4, Tansula 2
Baltimore 6. Tins a. M aoMii
Boston.?. Raw York (A))
Caliendo S. Clawabssil 4
Wiwi 7, kalwaulaws
Clime 041 4. Sae DM., 3
Seattle 4, Sea Eraecisea 1
St Louis 5, Now York N 1
Ihrldsy's Gs
Houston vs Atlanta "A- at West Palm
Beach. Fla
Atlanta "8" vs Texas at Pompom))
Beach, Fla
St Louis es Philadelphia at Clearwater.
Fla
Los Angeles vs Cincinnati at Tampa,
Fla
'Breds Boxscores
Mararf 5, Worttnesstora 1














2b - Perdue, Wagoner
nay
2 1 1 1
3 1 1 1
3 0 0 0
2 1 1 0
3 0 0 0
3 1 1 1




011 1-5 4 I
02 - 1 4 4
Errors - Court-
ii
tp r or h so Be Itip
Beuchel
)w,2-01 6113 1 1 4 1 3 0
Bird 2./3 0 0 0 0 0 0
fillurrin 4, Clicaps ado 4
Perdue, 2b 3 0 1 0
Calicchio, 3b 3 0 0 0
Fehn, rf 1 2 0 0
Tacky, tf 2 1 0 0
Wagoner, l b 3 1 0 0
Hoplans, dh 2 0 1 2
Threatt, cf 1 0 0 I
Been, sa 3 0 0 0
Orem, c 2 0 1 0
Totals 20 4 3 3
Chicago 30 4 7 3
Murray 010 301 0 - 4 3 4
Chicago 003 010 0-4 7 1







m r er h so bb
3 3 2 4 4
11/3 1 1 2 I
21/3 0 0 1 I
5 4 3 3 0























































Kansas City 43 30 29
Denver 40 33 52
Milwaukee 33 40 452 10
Indiana 32 41 431 I
I
Chicago 31 46 361 16,)
Peak Minim
Seattle 45 27 62
Phoenix 43 30 NO
2ki
Los Animist 42 30 5113 3
San Diego 41 33 24 5
Portland 39 33 542
Golden State 32 12 432 11
Thursday's Games
Indiana 101 Cleveland 106
Seattle 112, Boston 110
Friday 's Games
New Jersey at Philadelphia completion
of Nov 1 suspended game
New Jersey at Plulacielptua
Washington at Detroit
Houston at Indiana
Atlanta M San Antonio
New Orleans at Chicago
Boston at Denver
Kansas City at Phoenu
Milwaukee at Golden State
San Diego at Los Angeles
Saturday's Games
Chicago at New York
Cleveland at New Orleans
Atlanta at Hannon
Kansas City at Portland
Gilliam Awarded Letter
Frank Gilliam, Jr., son of
Mr. Frank Gilliam and Mrs.
Willie Belle Farless,
earned a varsity letter for his
participation on the 1978-79
Haverford College basketball
team.
Gilliam, a freshman at
Haverford, is a graduate of
Murray High School. where he
compiled an impressive sports
record. In addition to earning
seven varsity letters for his
participation on the basket-
ball, football, and track
teams, he also received a
number of outside awards.
For two years Gilliam was a
member of the first region All-
Tournament basketball team,
and was on the All-Purchase
All-Star team. Also a fine
football player, Gilliam was
on the All-West Kentucky
Conference team. He served
as captain on both his
basketball and football teams.
In just his freshman year,
Gilliam proved to be a
welcome addition to the team.
He averaged over nine points
per game and compiled good
percentages in both field goals
and free throws.
Haverford head roach Tony
Zanin says "Frank had a
great second half of the year.




The Murray State men's
tennis team upped its un-
bea terMsecord to 4-0 by
stopping Michigan State 5-1 in
a rain-shortened match
Thursday afternoon at the
MSU tennis complex.
Terje Persson beat Steve
Klemm, 7-6, 6-1 at No. 1
singles for the Racers, while
Chris Leonard stopped Matt
Sandler, 6-2, 7-5 at No. 2.
Roger Berthiaume defeated
Frank Willard, 3-6, 6-4, 6-2 at
Finn Swarting beat
Scott King, 6-2, 7-5 at No. 4 and
Mike Costigan belted Mike
Stowe, 6-3, 6-4 at No. 5.
The lone Murray loss came
at No. 6, where Steve Willie
fell to State's Jeff Wickman, 6-
3,7-6.
After Murray gained in-
surmountable edge, the three
doubles matches were can-
celled.
The Racers are in Terre
Haute, Ind., today and
Saturday to compete in a
quadrangular meet involving
Indiana State, Marquette and
DePaul.
"CERTAINLY IT'S THE BEST SEDAN
TO COME FROM EUROPE
IN A LONG WHILE
—ROAD TEST MAGAZINE ON THE AUDI 5000
 COOD 
Read these comments on the Audi 5000 that appeared in the January,
1978 issue of ROAD TEST MAGAZINE:
At freeway speeds the ride is serene and smooth, there is no
mechanical noise, and no wind noise. You get bored, turn on the
radio, and just drive—until you glance down at the gauges and
notice that you're making 85 mph: It's sneaky; it'll fool you if you
don't pay attention. It'll also nip in and out of traffic like a much
smaller car, thanks to the way it responds to its controls..."
It may just be the ultimate sports sedan."
'...the price. ,.isn't near as much as some of the 5000's closest
competitors sell for. That, of course, is the name of the game, and
Audi is playing it to the hilt with development of solid concept
and good attention to detail. They're going to sell every one of
these cars they can screw together:'
Test drive the 1979 edition of the Audi 5000 and see if it isn't so,
PORSCHE +AUDI
Nothing Even Comes Close
I'()E Tram,. rate., ho.thatek Anti dtat r di+vsev n•rirc. vrilevod 1 4. elLteetti \ model 411),r%






RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Lea Wise suffered through a
miserable 7-for-23 shooting
performance, but com-
pensated with floor leadership
and foul shooting to put
Lexington Lafayette into
today's quarterfinal round of
the Kentucky girls high school
basketball tournament.
-Wise's game was off the
first half, but I wasn't worried
about her," said Coach Kathy
Neal. "She was making up for
it by setting up our offense."
Wise, Lafayette's all-state
guard, also set up Campbell
County for the kill by calmly
sinking four straight free
throws in the final 27 seconds
as the Lady Generals nipped
the Camels 57-55 in overtime
In Thursday's first game.
Lafayette, 28-2, plays West
Hopkins, 32-1, tonight.
liefenduig champion Laurel
County, 33-0, faces Clay
County, 29-0, in today'Qirst
game. Allen County, '322-4,
plays Paris, 26-4, and
Ikuisville Butler, 23-9, meets
oldhiun County, 24-9, in other
aines today.
In other games Thursday,
West Hopkins staved off Leslie
County 47-43, Butler romped
past Boyd County 72-43 and
Oldham County held on for a
8-50 victory over Calloway
County.
Listless Lafayette trailed by
as many as 12 points in the
second half and Campbell
County looked like a sure bet
to make the quarterfinals.
• In the state tournament, I
didn't know whether we could
come back or not," Neal said.
"I told them to try and do it a
little at a time. They had
every opportunity to beat us. I
guess they missed 13 or 14 free
throws."
The Camels actually sank
just 13 of 27 free throws while
Lafayette managed to hit 11 of
its 13 attempts.
Tammy Ratliff grabbed a
rebound and dropped the ball
in the basket with 57 seconds
to go as West Hopkins
outlasted Leslie County in a
game distinguished by 64
turnovers and 38 personal
fouls.
"We didn't play well at all,"
said West Hopkins Coach
Doug Harris. "I'm happy we
won, but not with the way we
played. Leslie County is real
DePaul's Likable Meyer
Adds Flavor To NCAAs
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah
(AP) — There's very little
new in basketball as far as
strategy and tactics are
concerned.
"It all runs in cycles," in-
sists a man who has been
coaching it effectively for 37
years. But the men who play it
— that's something else.
"Twenty and 30 years ago
games were won with
coaching," says DePaul's
venerable Ray Meyer. "Now
it's won with the talent.
"The change is phenomenal.
When I started you could win a
game with mediocre material.
Not any more. Now you win
with talent. You have to meet
bigness with bigness and
quickness with quickness.
"Just as you can't have a
circus without animals, so you
can't have a winning team
without not just good but
superb athletes. Sometimes I
take out some old films and
show them to my kids. They go
into hysterics. It's like wat-
ching an 'Our Gang
Comedy."
Meyer, a pleasant, fatherly
man whose career overlapped
that of such coaching im-
mortals as Phog Allen, Adolph
Rupp and Clair Bee, has
added a comfortable, home-




His DePaul team from
Chicago will play top-ranked
Indiana State, with the for-
midable Larry Bird, in one`
semifinal match Saturday,
with Michigan State and
Pennsylvania clashing in the
other. The title game is slated
Monday night.
The very presence of Meyer
has made DePaul the sen-
timental favorite. He is a
fresh, wholesome personality
who has captivated fans and
the press with his infectious
friendliness and enthusiasm.
While his younger rivals
have displayed edginess and a
tendency to tighten under
pressure, a couple even in-
voking a gag rule for players,
Meyer has been conducting






Peoples Bank 63% 315vs
Dennison Hurd Wes 40.1
Thtrman Furniture 59 41
Land Lovers 511 42
Gary & Tlick's Used Cars  37 41
Murray Ins. 404 53'4
Paradise Kennels 44 56
Holland Drugs 43 57
Handicaps 30 61
Credit Bureau of Murray 3akt 69's




HIGH TEAM GAME (NC)
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HIGH IND. GAME (SC)
lots Smith 
Jeanette Wi Iliains 
Sondra Rice 
HIGH IND. GAME) H('
lot, Smith  
Jeanette Williams
Ronnie Mohundro
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Barbara Hendon  I 2
Judy Hale 14
ferences in the hotel lobby and
shooting to and from TV
Will Grimsley
• 'I gave my golf clubs to my
stations at a moment's call.
His endurance and patience
have been amazing.
"Basketball is my life," he
told one interviewer. "As soon
as the season ends, I will start
my recruiting program, then I
have a camp and, after that, it
will be time to start up again. I
love it."
Does Meyer have a hobby?
son-in-law and threw away my
fishing gear," he said. "No,
just basketball — that's it."
Meyer gets involved on the
sidelines during an intense
game — but with his players
not the officials.
"I have had three technicals
in 37 years," he said proudly.
The mortality rate among
coaches is greater than ever,
he said, expressing distress at
the resignation of his good
friend, Gary Cunningham at
UCLA. DePaul beat UCLA in
the regional playoffs.
"Colleges build big gyms,
then they have to keep them
full. To do that, they've got to
win. It's terrible pressure."
The coach said he realized
his problem Saturday is
devising an antidote for Bird,
rated the best college player
in years.
"Bird has great vision and
great hands," he added. "He
has instincts like a caged
animal. It's impossible to stop
him. So we'll let him get his
points and try to stop
everybody else."
quick and they play real good
defense."
Unfortunately for the
Eagles, their offense hardly
matched their defense as they
hit just 28 percent from the
field. The Rebeletts, mean-
while, got by on 43 percent
shooting.
"Lafayette is much larger
and not as quick as Leslie
Coynty," Harris added. "I
expect our game with them to
be a little different."
Butler served notice that it
is to be reckoned with in the
tournament by dispatching
Boyd County behind the
sparkling play of Janet
McNew, Patricia Johnson and
Rosalind Smith.
"We were ready," said
Coach Peggy Fiehrer. "They
saw what happened to
Assumption (a 78-61 first-
round loser to Paris)."
"I think the big turning
point in the game was when
their big girl got in foul
trouble," Fiehrer said.
Smith, with her great speed
and deft ballhandling •
dominated the backcourt and
McNew was a force in the
middle, but Fiehrer was





MURRAY, KY., — Murray
State football coach Mike
Gottfried will speak at a
football clinic at the National
Football Foundation's College
Football Hall of Fame
Saturday, March 31, at Mason,
Ohio.
Gottfried will speak at the
day4ong clinic with six other
successful coaches from Ohio,
Kentucky, and Michigan.
The clinic is geared for
coaches of junior and senior
high school teams and' youth
league teams and prospective
coaches enrolled in college.
Jumping-Jacks.
Mon feat are Doer. perfect. They should nor Mei way.
Sport J
A fitting
name for the shoe
that can handle small fry
action. Its the classic saddle in all






• Rugged polyester cord body
























Tire & Automotive Center
759-4788
4th & Chestnut





So they're letting us give you an extra pound Or
gallon for every two you buy.
We think it's a greet way to introduce you
to Modown.
And a great way to get you to come see us
Hardin Grain Elevators
Box 131 Hardin, Ky. 4/
..----4502)11/--4102
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STORM DAMAGE — A thunderstorm brought a tornado to the community of Backusburg. The high winds caused
extensive damage to this unoccupied house owned by Udell Smith. Smith was asleep in his other house next door
when the tornado touched down. The other house also received a great deal of damage.
Holy Communion will be
celebrated at the 8:30 a.m.
services on Sunday, March 25,
at St. John's Episcopal
Church, Main and Broach
Streets, Murray, with the Rev.
Stephen Davenport as the
celebrant.
Morning Prayer will be at
9:45 a.m. and Church School
and Adult Class will be at 11
a.m.
Acolytes serving Sunday
will be Ben Moore, Jeff
Blodgett, and Samir Mahfoud;
lay readers will be Bill Kyle
and Frank Blodgett; ushers
will be Dana Anderson and
Tracey Simpson. In charge of
Colonial is in need of owner/operator or operation with drivers, due
to increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in as
well as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model, 3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years over the road
experience and a good background, then do yourself a favor and con-
tact Carl McBride (901) 784-4951 at Humbolt, Tn.
New Celica Supra. Power-full and pleasure-perfect,
the long-awaited harmony of performance and luxury.
Crafted with a long list of standard features including
ITS HERE124:6,1hiteeer 16-wheel afunedl injected cmtoereensgeeineit:
A SPORTS MACHINE 
feel itdrive it, .
sBelieve it. Its
A LUXURY CAR... 
new Celica
Supra, And we've got it!
IN PURRRFECT HARMONY
Supra's incredible list of features.. all standard! 2 6 liter 6-
cyl electronic fuel injected engine • 5-speed overdrive trans-
mission, or available 4-speed overdrive automatic with cruise
control • 4-wheel power disc brakes • MacPherson strut front
suspension • coil spring 4-iink rear suspension with stabilizer •
air conditioning • power steering • power windows • AM/FM 4-
speaker stereo radio • tilt steering wheel • full instrumentation
with fully padded dash panel • lighted visor vanity mirror • con
sole with mobile map light • and morel
the nursery will be Mary Jane
Timmerman.
The Lenten service will be
held at 7 p.m. on Wednesday,
March 28, with Gus Moore,
Brian Doyle, and Samar Mah-
foud as acolytes and Claudia
Moore and Steve Hale as lay
readers.
Lay Reader and Acolyte





will be 'held at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church on
Sunday, March 25, at 11 a.m.
and 7 p.m. with the interim
pastor, the Rev. Charles Blair,
as the speaker.
Special music will be by the
Adult Choir with Tommy Scott
as director, Mrs. Scott as
pianist, and Mrs. Jim Neale as
organist.
Ronnie Walker, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
services.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Watkins
will be in charge of children's
church.
The Youth Choir will meet
for practice at 5:30 p.m. and
will sing in the evening ser-
vice. A film, "Footprints In
Stone," will be shown during
the evening hour, followed by
a fellowship period.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m., and Church Training
and Deacons meeting will be
at 6 p.m. Sunday.
Police Investigate
Rib Shack Burglary
Murray City Police have
questioned several people this
morning and the investigation
is continuing into a burglary
Thursday night at the Rib
Shack on Coldwater Road.
An undetermined amount of
money was taken in the theft.
According to reports, thieves
entered through an air con-
ditioner on the side of the
building.
In 1969, Premier Eisaku
Sato swept to victory in
Japan's election for the House
of Representatives.
You may qualify for
Allstate's Cod Driver
Rates and be entitled to
some discounts, too.
Call me and compare













Attorney General Griffin B.
Bell is laying down rules today
giving "a good deal of in-
dependence, fairly broad
power" to the investigator he
appoiated to look into finances
of President Carter's family
peanut business, a spokesman
says.
Release of a charter spelling
A new color motion pictured
honoring the life of Corrie ten
Boom entitled "Corrie: The
Lives She's Touched" will be
shown at the Memorial
Baptist Church on Sunday,
March 25, at 6:10 p.m.
Filmed in Denver before a
live audience of more than
2,000 persons, the film tells in
detail ~the events that have
taken place in her life. During
World War II, Corrie and her
family, residents of Haarlem,
Holland, became involved in
the Dutch Underground
following the invasion of their
homeland by Hitler's Nazi
forces. They were later
arrested and sent to prison.
Corrie was sent to Raven-
sbruck Concentration Camp
and is the lone survivor of the
immediate family.
The film is hosted by Cliff
Barrows of the Billy Graham
out powers and job protection
of the new "special counsel'
comes amid continuing
complaints about Bell's
refusal to appoint a "special
prosecutor" instead.
Department spokesman
Robert Havel said Thursday
night the charter will give the
investigator, former U.S.
attorney Paul J. Curran of
New York, "pretty free rein"
in checking allegations con-
Evangelistic Team, and
features a number of surprise
guests from Corrie's past,
including her nephew, Peter
van Woerden, who, as a youth,
was also involved in the work
of the Underground in
Holland, and Diet Ehrlick,
who was in the concentration
camp with Corrie.
Music will be featured
throughout the
program by Evie Tornquist,
George Beverly Shea, the Bill
Gaither Trio, and by Tedd
Smith, pianist, and composer
of the film score for "The
Hiding Place," a motion
picture of Corrie's life story.
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
pastor of the Memorial
Church, said the showing is
free and open to the public;
however a free will offering
will be taken for the Billy
Graham Film Ministry.
help it. "I would not administer such a
program," he said.
Another presidential adviser, Lyle E.
Gramley of the Council of Economic
Advisers, said there is a clear risk that
inflation this year will exceed the ad-
ministration's 7.4 percent forecast. He
said he could give no new figure but
doubted it would exceed 10 percent.
The Labor Department gave the
following breakdown for various
categories of price increases in
February:
—Food and beverages 1.6 percent, up
from L4 percent in January.
—Housing 1.3 percent, up from 0.6
percent.
—Apparel and upkeep 0.3 percent, up
from 0.2 percent.
—Transportation 1.1 percent, the
same as January.
—Medical care 0.6 percent, down
from 1.1 percent.
—Entertainment 0.4 percent, down
from 0.8 percent.
—Other goods and services 0.7 per-
cent, the same as January.
cerning 1975-76 Carter
Warehouse loans of more than
$6.5 million from the National
Bank of Georgia — then
headed by Bert Lance who




have been demanding more
than a grant of broad
authority to a Bell-appointed
investigator. They want a full-
fledged special prosecutor
completely independent of the
Justice Department and Bell,
who was appointed by Carter.
The Justice Department has
said Bell has no legal
authority to seek a prosecutor
answerable only to a special
court panel — an arrangement
spelled out in the new Ethics
in Government Act. That act,
inspired by the Watergate
scandal, took effect in October
1978, but department lawyers
argue it can't be legally used
in this case because it was
well under way by that date.
However, Havel
acknowledged Thursday night
that Bell could have labeled
the investigator he appointed
a "special prosecutor," since
his legal authority was the
same as that used to appoint
special Watergate
prosecutors.
But Bell has said he chose
his "special counsel" ter-
minology instead because "we
ii From Page One)
The 1.3 percent rise in housing costs
was primarily due to a sharp 3.1 per-
cent increase in mortgage interest
costs, a 1.3 percent rise in housing
prices and a 1.5 percent jump in
property insurance, the Labor
Department said.
The rise in mortgage interest was due
partially to removal of the statutory
ceilings on interest rates in California
(Continued From Page One)
program which will allow owners of
rental properties meeting standards to
apply for federal rent subsidies for
their tenants. The program will be
supervised by City Planner Steve Zea.
— Approved the reappointment of
Stanford Andrus to the hospital board.
— Approved a computer services
agreement between the city and
Murray State University under which
the university will provide computer
services for the city's general fund,
believe in due process of law
and we don't announce in
advance, before we finish




The North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will conduct regular
services this week with the
pastor, the Rev. Dewayne
Franklin, speaking on the
subject, "The Meaning of
Discipleship," at the 11 a.m.
hour.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. and evening worship will
be at 6 p.m. The church is
located on the Roy Graham
Road.
The church will observe
"One Great Hour of Sharing"
on Sunday, and church of-
ficials encourage each
member to give up coffee,
Cokes, snacks, or a meal and
make a contribution to the
OGHS.
Through Church World
Service the offering will help
provide food, clothing, clean
water, medical needs, new
homes after natural disasters,
self-help projects, and meet
many other needs of needy
people around the world,
church officials said.
and New York, the department said.
Only in one other month since the
housing index was begun in 1967 have
housing prices risen so sharply. That,
was in August 1974, when they also rose
13 percent.
In addition to meat prices, there were
also sharply higher food prices in
February for poultry, fresh fruits,
bakery products, dairy products and
fats and oils.
the computer system in the city's water
system-central billing office is
operational.
Approved the drawing of an or-
dinan'ce that will establish loading
zones on the west side of Seventh Street
adjacent to Parker Ford and on the
south side of Olive Street adjacent ta
Cash and Carry.
— Was advised by Mayor Henley that
the Calloway County Fiscal Court had
authorized the city to receive, free of




Try it The weeds in
your soybeans MI hate it
The people at Mobil Chemical want to intro-
duce you to Modownw herbicide. They want you
to see the job it does on velvetleaf, smartweed,
jimsonweed, lambsquarters, pigweed, teaweed
and tall morningglory.
They want you to know that it works at one rate
on all soils That. unlike the tnazine herbicides, it
doesn't add to chemical build-up And that it
doesn't need as much rainfall as most herbicides
Ttow orrtte mar
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Visiting Artist To Lecture
March 26 At University
Emmet Gowin, a
photographer and member of
the faculty at Princeton
University, will deliver a
visiting artist lecture at
Murray State University on
Monday evening, March Z.
Scheduled to begin at 7:30
p.m. in Room 423 of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, his
presentation will include
slides and a discussion of his
works.
Gowin is also scheduled to
make a similar presentation
from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m. at
Calloway County High School
on the same date. Both
programs are free and open to
the public.
In seeking to describe the
world within his domain,
Gowin often uses his family as
the subject for his





"which are among the richest
resources of images I know.
But I want to make pictures
that are more than family
record because the pictures an
artist makes are in part a
picture of himself — a matter
of identity."
His visit to the campus is
supported by the Kentucky
Arts Commission, the
National Endowment for the
Arts, and Murray State as
part of a program to bring
guest artists to the university
and the surrounding area.
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE




ocx we pay the
penalty. And
the interest:'
H&R Block preparers are carefully trained.
But if we should ever make an error that
costs you additional tax, you pay only the
tax. Block pays any penalty and interest.
We stand behind our work. That's another
reason why we should do your taxes.. which-
ever form you use, short or long.
Harli BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia Street, 753-9204
Office Hours 9-6 Mon.-Fri., 9-5 Sat.
No Appointment Necessary ( Appts. Available'
4111
You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars & trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars &
trucks - We always hove the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.




WILDLIFE WEEK — Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller signs a proclamation honoring
National Wildlife Week, making the presentation is Tim Burchfield of Troop 13. The
National Wildlife Federation is proclaiming March 18-24 as National Wildlife Week,
urging that citizens dedicate themselves to taking every measure individually and
collectively, that will "Conserve Our Wildlife."
Photo Ily Janice Martin
Tchaikovsky Opera To Air
Over WKMS-FM On Saturday
Tchaikovsky's three-act
opera entitled "Eugene
Onegin" will be heard at 1
p.m. Saturday, March 24, on
WKMS-FM radio at Murray




Dr. Lola June May, a well-
known mathematics
education consultant from
Winnetka, Ill., will make a
presentation on inquiry
teaching at Murray State
University on Thursday
evening, March 29.
To begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
auditorium of Mason Hall
(Nursing Building), the
program is sponsored by the
Dr. Lola woe May
Integrated Science-Mathe-
matics-Education Project
(ISMEP). A reception is
scheduled in the ISMEP
Resource Center in Room 311
of Mason Hall immediately
following the presentation.
Anyone who is interested in
the presentation is invited to
attend.
Dr. May will remain on the
campus on Friday, March 30,










Now at Wendy's, kids 12 at under can enjoy
our delicious Single Hamburger (It's a
quarter-pound of fresh beef) for HALF THE
REGULAR PRICE -- when dining with an
adult. So treat the kids, and stretch your
satin' out budget .. . NOW!
Dining room service only -- not available




OLD MASH WM D
broadcast of the Texaco-
Metropolitan Opera Radio
Network series for 1978-79.
Singing principal roles will
be soprano Makvala Kasrash-
vili and baritone Yuri
Mazurok in their Metropolitan
Opera broadcast debuts, along
with tenor Neil Schtoff and
bass Paul Plishka. Also
making his Met broadcast
debut will be conductor Naami
Yarvi.
During the first in-
termission, "Opera News on
POET WINS
WHITMAN PRIZE
NEW YORK (AP) The
Academy of American Poets
has named Karen Snow the
recipient of its 1978 Walt Whit-
man Award for her first book 1
of poetry 'Wonders, 'soon to be
published.
The poet, a 54-year-old moth-
er of two sons, is a Michigan
native and lives with her hus-
band near Seattle, Wash., on an
island in Puget Sound. Karen
Snow is her pen name.
The award includes a $1,000
cash prize and the publishing of
"Wonders,"
the Air," musicologist Boris
Goldovsky will offer a musical
and dramatic analysis of
"Eugene Onegin." Texaco's
Opera Quiz will be heard


























































































39 F ying mam- 55 Anima coat
mal 57 Greek letter
40 Decay 59 Falsehood
43 Small 60 Kind
46 Noise 61 Cheer
48 Insect egg 63 Beam
50 Loop 67 Earth god-
52 Runs easily dess
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Dietr. by United Pu.tur. Syndicate, Inc.
PUP ITS
IF YOL) ROLL A 5IX,
qOU LAND IN TNE
WITCH'S .6EON
NANCY
IF YOU ROLL A TWELVE,
YOU GET TO 60 TO
'HAPPY P166qLAND
NANCY-- WHAT ARE






(THE GOLDEN BEACH OF
K EE LA - WEE , THE JAPE






306E Man II GARDEN 753-33S1
I DON'T THINK I SHOULD
ROLL THE DICE...I DON' T





IT'S A GOOD CLEAR PICTURE BUT
THE AUDIO IS BAD
DON'T BE SO STUBBORN,











GROVE . HEAR THE
WIND ? DOES ir
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Sporty knit tops with
various neck and sleeve
styles. Terrific toppers
















BIG K $A1NCHECK POLICY.
Big K values its claire:Slaws and will do everything possible to have what we advertise.
Should we fail and an advertised item is not received from the factory by the start of
the sale, Rainchacks will be issued. Where quantities are limited for an item and


















Contains: 8" paint pad, trimmer-







Cowhide leather glove with split
leather lining; also features split web













Smartly styled straps of per-
forated manmade material;
cushioned heel seat. Lac-
quered cork high heel and


























SATIN PLUS 1 /
INTERIOR PAINT
MARCH IS thrts MIRK. 30
WITH THIS COUPON
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PA(
Schedule For The Week Of March 24-March 30




700- Scalia ' s
8.30 - Segerfrieeds
10:01 - Fenglece





7 API - Sceary's
WSM-4
5:30- Ag USA
6:25 - Fenn Dipst
6:MI - Iley Oty tellers
101 - Tegi's Specs






11:s - Fubelems he
nits
12:30 - Nana Fonsay





8:00 - 1.1. end the Seer
1.00 - Bay Gramm






4: ai - Term




























1 :0/ - Pastvglecv
2:00 -6.40 Tee,.













8:30 - Cha. of leper
frame
1111:a -Faiglece
10:31I- Pak 11 11Ther
I I :00 - Smola
11'34- 41114- V44
12:01- WM IT bat
3:311 - Aft. Angler
4110 - Nora el 50s.
530 - 11111 Dance
6:00- lawresoce Welk
7:00 -INSA 11 hal
10:15 - Mews






















1 230 - Aden 12
I 00 - les Maki
1 NI Arm. Sportsmen
4:01 - Candid Centers
4:31 -5150 Ili oi•
5:00-News




IC"- Neu's10:30 - Gensineko
11:30- Rookies
12:00 - Movies




4:110- Nora of Spts
5:30- Mosiseretch
61110- Sep Benny
7:00 - Delta Neese
7:30 - getter
11:00- lea teat







TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WNGE 2
6:00 - tack Women
6:30- Eschew,*












g: go _ 0,10 gr,
10:00 - Dem Young
10:30 - Asimeals, Ana.-
els
1 1:00_ two, • Am.
11:30 - Kitts Are
1:00-Sepersters
2:30 - AO, Racing
3:30- World of Sps.
5:00-News








0:00 - At lama
0:30-buy of Disc.
9:00-Gospel Show
9:30 - Dim. in Faith
10:00- Nereid of Trvtl
10:30 - Com. Worship
11:00- Jesepstreet
1 i • IA - Aloe the Press
12:00- MSC Rel
1:00 - Illemee's Tennis
3:00 - Spertswera
4:00 -Spertswerld













7:30 - Singing hetes
130- Mash Der.
9:15- Ilembon Oros.
9:30 - Christ takers
10:00 - Chseged lives
10:30- Nereid
11:00-Accost
11:30- Meet the Press
12:00 -MK Rol.









6:30 - Carl Tiptoe1,10_ Geso neer
"-Jim's.  S'1114"'t
1:30 - !ems Ream
9:00-Orel Roleerts
1:30- Two Rivers










9:30-1st Sept. • -
10:30 -Feco the Nation
11:00-Me. Mops
11:30 - CM aub
12:00 - Chet. Sexes
12:43-NSA rim




7:00-Al in the Fam.







11:30 - Public FAO
12:00 - News
11:30- laseS 1 ARE
12:00-Fres me Nil
12:30 - Nashville P.M.
1:00 -Dona Forgo
1:30- NM. Om Reed















5:30 - WTVF Reports
6:00-60 Maass
7:00- Al is *the.













DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
1






700 Good- Moran, 5:53 Morming Dev.




40 - C"" Iii.n."1
Ant
9:00-S20,000 Pyramid
9: 3po - Crosseiits
10:00-Nappy Deys
10:30- Family Feed
11:00- Edge Of Night
11:30 -11yee's Mope
'12:10- Al My Chidess
An.
9:00- MO C hi
10:30-Fp* Feed
11:00 - 520 043 Pro**
id
11:311- 'yens tope
12:00- Al My Chaim
I:MI-One life
2:00-Goa. Nospitel
3:1111- Edge of tligke
3:- Al• Th MGM30
Theatre
-










10:30- Wlseel of For-
11 :00 - leeperdy
5: 30 - Carl Tiptoe
6:00-Mews




4:34 - Ptic• Is 4Itill
IL 311-tev• of We , '
11:00- Young & Rest.
11'34- 3••••4 kw Tea.






10: 25 - Power Spooks
10:30-Wheel of Feet.









9: CO - All is the Fen.
9:30 - Price is Right
10:30-Les. el life
10:55-News
11:00- Too" g Rest.





2:00 - Gee. Nespitel










12:30- Deis of Ow
lives
















2:30- Pr A'S *R
3:00 - Math Gesso





6:30 - Mae ile Leigh
-Summon










6:00 -Scene et Si:
TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WIGE 2
7:00-Copt. L Tombs

















7:00 - Little Neese
1:00 - isr.ss rsaii
1000- Sam a Tee
























COO- IA* A 'V N
0:31-WISP
9: 00- LP Gras'
10:00 - 12 Reports








g7: 30 - Linerm 8. er*7:011-Cliffhwegoes
11:00 - 3 $ Ceespeny
8:30 - Taxi10:30-Toughs
1 WSIL-3










7:00 - CBS Reports
8:00- Nestle
9:00 - Pew Chas
WPSD-6
CM-Deane forge
8:00- Meths for TV
KFVS-12




9:00-The Rope s12:00--Laverne11:1110- re Compaq
10:00 -Scots el 10 10:00-Mews Toseerrew 10:30- Movie
930 - Chases Pre
10:00- Nowsweeci
10:30- Mandl















TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
NO
WAGE 2






7:111 - 8 Is biongle












0:1111- Owe Day 
7:00- Marled, lirt Tr.
II: 30 - Jefferson
910 -Res
10:01-Mews






7,00- tires. A Sisters :I















10: XI - Police Women
11:30 - Adam 12
12:00- lawswetek
TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
4
WINE 2
7:00 Mori & Illetly
730- Angie
1:00 - Berney Maw
0:30- Carter Cs.






7:10 - Meek A Nish
7:30-Angie
$00-Asp.
t: 311 Garter Co
WSM-4
7:00 - Utile Mame
8:00 - Denny
9:00 Mrs Camas








10:30 - Mary T. Moore







lb 311 - Tonight
KFIIS-12
1:30 - Wild World
7:00- Oildeplos

















TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WAGE 2
7:00 Mean' N




















7:00 - Diff 'rent Strokes
7:1111- late, Lorry





13:00 - filhieight Sped.10:36-glenight
e/
WTIIF-5




















10'00 - 12 Report'








7 a.m. Music from the Front
Porch. Jim Kweskin and
the Jug Band are featured
at 8 a.m.
10 a.m. Folk Festival U.4.A.
In Concert: John Hartford
...WKMS Schedule...
and George Gerdes
recorded at the Bottom
Line Club in New York.
1 p.m. Metropolitan Opera.
Tchaikovsky's Eugene
Onegin.
9 p.m. Earplay. Peter
Browne's "Sign of the
Scarab," a comic mystery
that follows the adventures




3 p.m. Vocals's!. The NBC
Symphony performs ex-
cerpts from works by
Tchaikovsky.
5 p.m. Voices in the Wind.
Improvisation is the focus
on this week's arts
magazine.
Nothing Seems To Work For
NBC's Prime Time Schedule
NEW YORK (AP) - NBC-
TV has overhauled its prime-
time schedule several times
since September, and nothing
seems to work.
The troubled network listed
.gily one program among the
first 22 in the A.C. Nielsen
Co.'s ratings for the week
ending March 18, and that's no
way to compete with ABC,
which had seven of the top 10.
While ABC ran away with
the ratings race for the 10th
week in a row, NBC remained
mired in last place for the fifth
consecutive week. NBC's
rating was 13.6, lowest of the
season for any network and
nearly 10 points behind ABC's
22.2. -CBS was runnerup at
17.7.
The networks say that
means in an average prime-
time minute during the week,
only 13.6 percent of the homes
in the country were tuned to
NBC.
As failure seems to follow
failure at NBC, ABC continues
to build on successful series.
"Three's Company" was the
week's most-watched
program, followed im-
mediately in the ratings by the
premiere episode of a spinoff
from the successful series,
"The Ropers."
The rating for "Three's
Company" was 38.5. Nielsen
says that means of all the
homes in the country with TV,
38.5 percent saw at least part
i if the show.
NBC's best for the week was
14th-rated "Little House on
the Prairie," followed by the
most successful of its new
programs, "Diff'rent
Strokes," No. 23.
NBC has been least suc-
cessful with new entries. In
fact, several programs in-
troduced since the start of the
season were clustered near
the bottom in Nielsen's
rankings. "B.J. and the Bear"
was 47th, "Cliffhangers" 49th,
the ultraexpensive "Super-
train" 55th and "Mrs.
Columbo" 59th.
Indeed, four of the week's
five lowest-rated programs
were on NBC, including No. 64
"Checkered Flag or Crash,"
No. 65 "Harris and Co.," No.
6,6 "Weekend" and No. 68
"Rafferty and the Highway
Hustlers." The interloper was
CBS' "In Search of Peace"
news special, ranked 67th.
Here are the week's 10
toprated shows:




G - General audiences.
I ages admitted.
PG - Parental guidance
suggested. Some material
y not be suitable for
children.
R - Restricted. Under 17
requires accompanying
parent or adult guardian.
X - No one under 17 ad-
mitted. Some states may
have higher age limits.
ONE MILLION
FILTER WATER
LOMBARD, Ill. tAP) - In
1977, the production of filters
for household water filtration
systems passed the one million
mark, according to the Water
Quality Association, but wasn't
enough to meet demand.
"Production of three to five
million units is expected in the
years immediately ahead,"
said Douglas R. Oberhamer,
executive director of the associ-
ation. "With the number of
American households at 72 mil-
lion, it is going to take at least
10 million units annually to
catch up with market needs."
HE O IS SOMETHING ELSE
THE HOLLYWOOD
CLOWNS



































rating of 38.5 representing 28.7
million homes, "The Ropers,"
36 or 26.8 million, "Laverne
and Shirley," 35.4 or 25.7
million, "Happy Days," 33 or
24.6 million, "Mork and
Mindy," 32.3 or 24.1 million,
"Eight is Enough," 28.9 or 21.5
million; and "Jericho Mile,"
28.4 or 21.2 million, all ABC;
"M-A-S-H," and "60
Minutes," 28.3 or 21.1 million,
tie, and "One Day at a Time,"
Sunday night, 27.8 or 20.7
million, all CBS.
The next 10 shows:
"Angie," ABC; "All in the
Family," CBS; "Barbara
Walters Special," ABC;
"Little House on the Prairie,"
NBC; "Barney Miller" and
"Soap," both ABC; "Alice,"
CBS; "Charlie's Angels" and
"Vegas," both ABC, and
"Dukes of Hazzard," CBS.
9 p.m. Jazz Alive. The White





5:30 p.m. The Spider's Web.
Animal Makeup Tales with
Mr. Dick.
8 p.m. Grab Bag. Live Con-
cert: MSU's Jazz Combo
will perform live from the
WK.MS studios.
Tuesday, March 27
9 a.m. Options. Excerpts
discuss the deterioration of
American English usage.
6 p.m. Adventures in Good
Music. Mstislav
Rostropovich is honored on
his 52nd birthday.
8 p.m. Big Bands. Bruce Smith
spotlights big band music
from 1942.
Wednesday, March 28
9 a.m. Options. Susan
Stamberg interviews Alan
Jay Lerner, who wrote My
Fair Lady" and Camelot."
5:30 p.m. Prologues to
Shakespeare. Richard II.
which will be aired this
evening on PBS stations.
Thursday, March 29
1 p.m. BBC Promenade
Concert. The Royal
Liverpool Philharmonic
performs works of Arnold,
Delius and Eiger.
6 p.m. Adventures in Good




The meniis for the various
lunchrooms in the city and
county schools for the week of
March 26 to 30 have been
released by Glinda Jeffrey,
foods supervisor for Murray
City, and Joanna Adams,
foods supervisor for Calloway
County. The menus are
subject to occasional change
due to availability of food.










dogs, salad bar, and a variety
of fruits, vegetables, and
desserts are featured each
day.
MURRAY MIDDLE--




dressing or pizza; Thursday-
tacos or hamburger; Friday-
roast beef sandwich or pizza.
Dessert and a choice of fruits




macaroni and cheese, green
peas, cake; Tuesday-pizza,
corn, slaw, ice cream;
Wednesday--turkey and
dressing, green beans, rolls
and jelly; Thursday--






fries, tacos, wiener winks,
whole kernel corn, mexican
heans; Tuesday-hamburger
and tater tots, ham and cheese
sandwich, hot tamalies,
cowboy beans, spanish rice;
Wednesday-hamburger and
fries, chili, hot dogs, tri taters,
cheesy asparagus; Thursday-





batter fried fish, bologna




hamburger and fries, sliced
turkey, creamed potatoes,
green beans, cranberry sauce,
rolls and jelly; Tuesday-hot
dog and fries, meat loaf,
turnip greens, baked apples,
corn bread, banana pudding;
Wednesdaf-hamburger and
fries, fish sandwich, white
beans, french fries, cole slaw,
fruit; Thursday-hot dog and
fries, ravioli, carrot and
celery stick, black eyed peas,
french bread, and brownie;
Friday-hamburger and fries,
bologna and cheese sandwich,
potato chips, whole kernel




after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your n^w neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of facts
to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
/TeraSieliV-N -Sek




All The Newest Releases First!
And  The Lowest Prices In Town._
$7.611 Tapes and Albums Only $6.49
This Stave Martin
Week Rick Jamas
$41•01111 Average White Band
$5.49




New England Don and
John Ford Coley
"Dr. Heckle and Mr. Jive
New Maze
"I Love You So" "inspiration"
The Largest Sole colon of Topes orid Albums in this oreo
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LITRE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
1.4141AL !lexica 1. LEGAL NOTICF 14401vo. 044110;1
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLAWAY CIRCUIT COURT
DOYLE WEBB, ET AL, Plaintiffs,
Versus
JOE ARMSTRONG, El' AL, Defendants
. NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a Judgement and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court,
rendered at the January 26 Term thereof 1979, in the above cause, I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House Door in the City of Murray, Ken-
tucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 26th day of March, 1979, at
1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout upon a credit of six months, the following
described property, to-wit:
TRACT
'A 291.22-acre tract of land located on the North side of Highway 614
Approximately 8 miles East of the Murray community of Calloway County and
more particularly described as: Beginning at the Southwest corner of the
property herein described, said corner being a point in the centerline of a creek
in the North right of way of Highway 614 and at the southeast corner of the V.O.
Shelton property; thence, north 0 Deg. 01' West 294.74 feet along the East
Shelton property line to a steel pin at an existing corner fence post; thence
North 85 deg. 58' West - 189.48 feet along an existing fence to a steel pin; thence,
North 89 deg. 57' West - 190.20 feet along an existing fence to a steel pin at a
corner fence post at the Southeast corner of the Tommy Smotherman property;
thence, North 1 deg. 21' East - 208.29 feet to a steel pin in an existing fence line;
thence North 1 deg. 41' East - 237.82 feet to a steel pin in an existing fence line;
thence, 1 deg. 28' East - 210.49 feet to a steel pin in an existing fence line; thence
North 0 deg. 16' East - 209.1 feet to a steel pin in an existing fence line; thence
North 0 deg. 8' West - 208.67 feet to a steel pin in an existing fence; thence North
1 deg. 24' East - 265.51 feet to a steel pin in an existing fence; thence, North 0
deg. 01' East - 1700.96 feet to a tree at a fence intersection in the East line of the
Wayne Flora property; thence, North 0 deg. 36' East - 2222.45 feet to a fence
corner at a 30-inch blazed tree at the Northwest corner of the property herein
described, same being 275 feet East of a culvert under an existing highway;
thence North 86 deg. 19' East - 1387.09 feet along an existing South fence line of
the Kentucky Lake Enterprises Subdivision Section 1, to a pipe at a stone, same
being the Southwest corner of Lot 106 of said subdivision, thence, South 3 deg.
26' West - 960 feet to an existing steel pin at the Southwest corner of Lot 293 of the
Kentucky Lake Enterprises Subdivision Section No. 3 thence, South 0 Deg. 54'
East 1700.95 feet along an existing West fence line of Archie Patterson property,
to an existing iron pipe at a common corner of the C.H. Campbell property,
Westvaco property and the Archie Patterson property; thence, South 85 deg. 18'
West - 1566.04 feet to a steel pin set at a 10-inch Cherry tree at the Northwest
corner of the C.H. Campbell property; thence, South 3 deg. 02' East-1732.09 feet
to an existing corner post, 275 feet South of a creek centerline; thence, South 88
deg. 49' East - 488.14 feet along an existing fence line to a tree on the East bank
of a creek; thence, following the meanders of the centerline of a creek, south 17
deg. 00' East - 399.66 feet to a point in the centerline of a creek; thence, con-
tinuing along the creek, south 34 deg. 05' East - 550.05 feet to a tree on the West
bank of the creek; thence, South 88 deg. 05' West - 713.54 feet to a tree at a fence
corner; thence; South 5 degrees 20' West -242.20 feet to a tree in the North right
of way of Highway 614; thence, North 68 degrees 28' West 270.07 feet along the
North right of way of Highway 614, to a steel pin; thence, South 89 degrees 27'
West - 238.41 feet along the North right of way of Highway 614, to an existing
power pole; thence, South 68 degrees 11' West -341.45 feet to a point in the North
right of way of Highway 614 and in the East right of way to a road entering into
the herein described property; thence, South 68 degrees 11' West - 60 feet to a
steel pin in the North Highway 614 right of way and the West right of way of the
Road; thence, South-76 degrees 46' West - 275.27 feet to a steel pin in the North
road right of way; thence, South 83 deg. 58' West - 211.22 feet to the point of
beginning.
Being all of the property on the North side of Highway 614 that is described in
the five following sources of title which was conveyed to Doyle M. Webb and
wife, Betty Jo: (1) From T.W. Charlton and wife, Ethel, by deed dated
February 4, 1964 and recorded in Deed Book 121, page 601; (2) From Lola F.
Grogan, a widow, dated September 30, 1963 and recorded on Deed Book 121,
page 390; 131 By Quitclaim Deed from the heirs of C.L. Grogan dated December
28, 1972 and recorded on Microfilm in Book 152, Card 1669; (4) By deed from
Rifle Eugene Webb and wife, Gertie Niola, dilted January 14, 1966 and recorded
in Deed Book 129, page 204; (5) From Howard Lee Webb and wife, Nancy
Lavonia, dated June 15, 1960 and recorded on Microfilm in Book 149, Card 470,
all of the above deeds are recorded in the office of the Calloway County Court
Clerk.
TRACT II.
A 95.49- acre tract of land located approximately 8 miles East of the Murray
Community of Calloway County and more particularly described as: Beginning
at the Northwest corner of the property herein described, said corner being a
steel pin set in the South right of way of Highway 614 and at the Northeast
corner of the Poplar Springs Church property; thence, North 71 degrees 52'
East -89.5 feet along the road right of way to an existing telephone pole; thence,
North 81 degrees 52' East - 159.58 feet to a point in the South right of way;
thence, North 82 degrees 59' East - 219.68 feet to a point in the South right of
way; thence, North 74 degrees 08' East - 102.44 feet to a steel pin set in the South
road right of way; thence, North 78 degrees 19' East - 173.11 feet to a point in the
right of way; thence, North 54 degrees 55' East -105.75 feet to an existing power
pole in the South road right of way; thence, North 71 degrees 54' East - 280.30
feet to a point in the south road right of way; thence, North 89 degrees 32' East -
232.07 feet to a steel pin set in the South road right of way and at the Northeast
corner of the property herein described, same being the Northwest corner of the
Robert Colbert property; thence, South 1 degrees 40' East - 1789.08 feet along an
existing fence line to a concrete marker identified as TVA 52-27; thence, South 0
degrees 15' East - 679 feet to the Southeast corner of the property herein
described; thence, South 88 degrees 38' West -2019.43 feet along a TVA property
line to an existing iron pin on the South side of a 24-inch Hickory tree at the
Southwest corner of the property herein described, same being approximately
800 feet North of Highway 280; thence, North 0 degrees 38' East -1190 feet along
the East property line of Tommy Smotherman, to an existing fence corner
approximately 40 feet North of a TVA flowage easement sign; thence, North 69
degrees 21' East 388 feet to an existing fence corner; thence, North 3 degrees 53'
West - 562.0 feet along an existing fence line to a fence corner at a 10-inch Maple
tree, same being the Southwest corner of the Poplar Springs Church property;
thence, North 78 degrees 55' East - 313.0 feet along an existing fence line, to an
existing steel pin at the Southeast corner of the Church property; thence, North
0 degrees 14' Woa,- 280.05 feet to the point of beginning. . •
Being the property on the South side of Highway 614 that was conveyed to
Doyle M. Webb and wife, Betty Jo by the following deeds: (11 From T.W.
Charlton and wife, Ethel by deed dated February 4, 1964 and recorded in Deed
Book 121, page 601; ( 2) From Lola F. Grogan, a widow, dated September 30,
1963 and recorded in Deed Book 121, page 390; ( 3) By Quitclaim Deed from the
heirs of C.L. Grogan dated December 28, 1972 and recorded on Microfilm in
Book 152, Card 1669; (4 By deed from Rifle Eugene Webb and wife, Gertie
Niola dated January 14, 1966 and recorded in Deed Book 129, page 204; (5) From
Howard Lee Webb and wife, Nancy Lavonia, dated June 15, 1960, and recorded
en Microfilm in Book 149, Card 470, all of the above deeds are recorded in the
office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale until paid, and having the
force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.
2. NOTICE
Everyone is going to the
Bel-Air Decor Store for
Ste opmost in paint and
(wallpaper.
2. NOTICE
Frank L. Ryan, Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
2. NOTICE
Only 20 daYs Tv WE WISH to announce that
U4 tag Paulette Twigg is nowassociated with the Beauty
abelo Box, 753 7132. 
talci I OLIN
MILLS
Needs several part time
sales people. Morning
and Evening work -
$3.00 per hour plus
liberal bonus. See Mrs.
Jones at Regal 8 Motel
Monday, March 26, 1979.
No phone calls please.
Equal I Voortianity Employer1 
PUNT ELECTRICIAN
The Ingersoll-Rand Company has an immediate
opening for an experienced plant electrician.
Requirements include experiencein high voltage in-
dustrial environments and formal vocational
-education. Apply at the Ingersoll-Rand Co., Hwy. 45
S. Mayfield, KY or call (5021 247-8640.
1. L VIAL NOTICE
Jackson Purchase /mai
Officarsis Ore inc
rhe Jackson Purchase Pied V-
Org in( is ocesplig mie,04
b.á to be opener/ and eeirlegApt6
2 1979 ca 200 p ee GO0411141110
owned renktes kooted iteb hey
chose Area Deuetopmeet Cesetel
&Aline US Nmey 45 N Moydkad.
Kentucky where vehicles may be
trtspecited Myrrh 26 through Morch
lOrh between a 00 a fn and 5 00
P
1.11 (2) 1415 Nyweal f000d has
ken Hi Not
las (1)1871 fol OD, Sim.
Addltionol spectlicotions or•
orisilable upon request
rhte Jackson Purchase Local Or,
kids Org tnc reserves the 'lett to
retect arty and mail bids
for further Inforrnotton contort
SILL NINNY












GOD IS LOVE. I John 4:8.
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness; and all these
things shall be added unto
you." Matthew 613_ 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE. 759.
4600. Bible Facts and Free
Store. Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12:30 on WSJ P. 
MONDAY, MARCH 26th, 7
PM at Woodmen Hall there
will be a meeting of the
Calloway County Dry League
and Citizens for Drug Con-
trol. All pastors, deacons,
and church elders are urged
to attend, and every one else
who is against illegal sale
and use of drugs and alcohol.
For further information













on and the Business
Office may be









prehensive Care Center will
have a vacancy on it's board
for the year 1979-1980.
Anyone having a desire to
serve on the community
Board should make their
wishes known by calling 753-
6622 and submitting your
name to the secretary. 










Send resurne to P. 0.
Box 3211.
EXPERIENCED CLOTH
spreader, salary based upon




machine operators. Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,










5. LOST & FOUND 
LOST: APPROXIMATELY 7
month old mixed breed
female dog, mostly white
(salt and pepper body) with
dark ears and face Lost in
the vacinity of the New
Providence area Answers to
the name of Pepper If seen
please call 753-7618 after 5 30
pm.
LOST! FEMALE, blue eyed
Siberian Huskie. Red and
white, in New Providence
area, Named Natasha.
Reward! Call 492,8857. 
.HELP WANTED 
COOK WANTED. Apply at
Fern Terrace Lodge. 1505




in person only: 
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine °motors. Apply in
person, I' - Calloway
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St, Murray
HELP
WANTED








FUND RAISING sales op-




sible individual to do
housework. Call 753,9689




9. SITUATIONS WANTED 
COLLEGE GRADUATE
looking for permanant
Position. Have over 8 years
experience in wholesale and
retail sales, public relations,
and promotion as well as
financial consultant. Have
worked on road and on
com iss ion. Reason for
seeking new position; have
small children and wish to
get job with more consistant
hours and less travel. Send







302 N. 12th St.
or Cell 753-3253
14. WANT TO BUY  
INDIAN ARROWHEADS,
wanted or solo .45 caliber
pistol, new, never fired. Call
753-0946 
JUNK CARS deliver or will




dage. Call after 5 p.m.
489-2442
THE SILVERMAN says, "If
you have silver coins Of
scrap gold or platnum, call
(901) 642742 or 642,5585 for
our current prices." Will also
be at 4th Monday. 
USED PULL type spray rig,
approximately 200 gallon.
Call 753.0195 after 5 pm. 
WANTED- LARGE play
stove, refrigerator, and sink
for child age 7. Before 4 pm
call 762 2395, after 4 753-0675.
15. ARTtCLE 5 FOR SALE 
DESK, 30 X 60, 2 file
drawers, one month old. Cost
$400 new, $250. Moving must
sell. Air conditioner, 21000








Lynn Grove Hwy. 94W
Marehl6612611635p.m
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
FOR SALE
Chinese Chippendale
Sofa, like new. Cost,
$600, will sell for $200.
Call 753-1499 after 5 p.m.
FULL SIZE maple bed, $35.
Box springs and mattress,
$30 Maple coffee table and
end tables, $45 Lammp table
and end tables, $75. Chrome
dinette set, $35. Solid wood
dinette set. 753 8615.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
DARK GOLD vinyl couch
and chair, like new, $125. One
round table and 4 matching
chairs, bamboo yellow wood
with orange leather seats,
good condition, $100. French
Provincial piano, maple
Wood, good condition, $400.
7532753 or 753-2922 
FOR SALE one couch and
chair, good condition. Call
753,1778 or see at 1101 Poplar.
FOR SALE: solid oak bunk
beds with mattresses, in
excellent condition, $175. Call
753,7907 after 5 pm. 
RUG, 15 X 18, almost new.
Call 753-3645. 
18. SEWING MACHINES 
FOR SALE: used Singer
sewing machine, zig-zag, and
all regular attachments, full
cash price, $39.95, sews
perfect, fully guarenteed.
Call Martha Hopper, 354
6521 
19. FARM EQUIP. 
CAT DOZER. Gas model,
good operating condition,
$3500. 436-5628. 
CASE TRACTOR, new tires,
A-1 condition, disk plow and
cultivator, call Smitty, 753-
0161. 
3600 FORD DIESEL, 230
hours, $6200. 436,2552. 
100 GALLON CROP sprayer,
3 point hitch, excellent
condition. Call 437-4254. 
INTERNATIONAL CLUB
low boy, 60" mower front
mounted blade. Call 753-5500. 
JOHN DEERE 2 row corn
drill, first class condition,
1300. Small Anhydrus ap-
plicator, $100. Phone 492-
8246.
1978 Drill Monitor, Dickey
Johri, new-still in box, a
bargain, $320.
1977 Chisel Plow, Athens,
almost new, $1,275.






1976 Disc, Burch, 14 ft. good
icondition. $1,350.
1976 Disc Harrow, Bush Hog,
19 ft., excellent condition,
$3,100.
1976 Drill, Ford, 4 row, needs
minor repair, good buy,
POO.
1976 Plow, IN, 5 furrow, ex-
cellent condition, $1,600.
1976 Plow, Ford, 4 furrow,
good condition, $1,000.
1976 Rotary Mower, Bush Hog,
7ft., good condition, $600.
1975 Cultivator, Thrifty, 4-row,
good condition, $550.
1975 Bush 81 Bog Disc, Rome,
12 ft., Ideal for new ground
or roadbuilding, 91,300.
1973 Chevrolet, Grain Truck,
065, heavy axle, 14 ft. bed,
overhauled 1978, excellent
condition, 47,975.






no. 273, new Holland hay
raker no. 256, Ford mower 8
foot no. 501, Ford hay con.
ditioner, Case hay and corn
elevator, John Deere pasture
dream, Case disk plow, 4
bottom 3 p.h., 3 liquid
mineral feeders. 753-5596 or
759 1934. 
TRACTOR, 245 MASSEY
Ferguson 78 model diesel,
tractor sprayer, 3 point
hitch, Ford lift disk, nearly
new, 8 foot wheel disk 81 5
foot, good condition, 4,000
tobacco sticks. Plow 3-12
inch,. 6 foot bush hog nearly
new, 2 row cultivator, 800
gallon water tank, 2-53 model
Chevrolet trucks, 2 ton, one
side, approximately 150
gallon diesel fuel, wagon
with sides, red rubber tired
wagon with sides, 2 rubber
tired wagons, 2 row John




guitar with case, hand
Painted, approximately one
year old. 753,8260. 
23. EXTERMINATING 
Kelley's Termite





window type, 6,000 BTU, 141/2
X 101/2, like new, 9 months
old, 5 year warranty in ef





Needed immediately in Frankfort area.
Minimum requirements: Bachelor's Degree in ac-
counting or related field such as economics,
business administration, statistics, or finance with
basic courses in accounting.










An Equal Opportunity Employer WF/H
24. MISCELLANEOUS
CRAIG SERIES 5000
cassette deck, CR02 set-
tings, Dolby, excellent
condition, $140. 753 1336. 
FOR SALE: Used air con-
ditioner, new and used
window fans, most all types
electric motors, new and
used. Dill's Electric. Also
1973 Cadillac and a camper
top for a Datsun. 753,9104. 
NOW PAYING $3.50 per $1
face for all silver coins dated
up through 1964. More for
large amounts. 1965-69
Kennedy halts, 65 cents each.
For pickup call Cooley in
Paris, (901) 642-5118. 
SAW DUST for sale.
Shoemaker Lumber Co.,
McKenzie, Tn. (901) 352.5777. 
USED SHOP equipment.
Pressure washer, point guns,
welding torches, car stereo
speakers, miscellaneous
items. Call 7516694. 
26. TV-RADIO 
24 INCH CONSOLE color 1. v.
needs work, $20. 753-2820
after 5 pm. 
RADIO EQUIPMENT.
Teaburg tube type base
radio. Palamor, 300 amp.
Call 753-6694 
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
1972 GAS MOBILE home,
completely furnished, air,
underpinning, very nice,
$4500. 753.4074 or 753-1877. 
TRAILER FOR sale, gas
heat, air conditioned, must
see to appreciate. 759,1831. 
28. MOB. HOME RENTS 
THREE BEDROOM trailer,
5 miles east of Murray. Call
753,0187.
FOR RENT
Trailer, $150 per mon-
th, 2 bedroom. Call
153-8153 after 5 et
kit
TWO -BEDROOM trailer In
Rivera Courts, 759.4496 after
5 prni. 
30. BUS. RENTALS 
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5 pm. 
31. WANT TO RENT 
WANT TO RENT: 2 or 3
bedroom house. 492-8855. 





washer and dryer hookup,




only. Inquire 100 S 13th
Street, 
THREE ROOM furnished
apartment, 400 S 6th St. 1-247.
1459. 
33. ROOMS FOR RENT 
NEWLY REDECORATED
sleeping room, one block
from University. Call 753,




Merman Apartments, S 16th
Street. 753-6609.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
EXIII-A---WitS -3- becTfoorn
brick house in town, dining
and utility rooms, garage,
carpeted throughout, stove,
refrigerator and dishwasher
furnished. Call 753-6291 after
4:30 . 
NICE THREE bedroom
brick home. Call Robert
Wiggins, 753,4566. 
SIX ROOM rock house for
rent, 1225 per month, $75
deposit. 436.2305 or 753,6069.
36.RENT OR LEASE 
FOR RENT or lease: 5 of-
fices located at 703 S 4th St.








FOR SALE: Horse, saddle,
and tack included. 767,6547.
FOR SALE. seven weening
pigs. 474-9740. 
GOATS FOR sale, all kinds.
489 2495. 
LARGE ROUND bales of




Maltese puppy, male, AKC,
61/2 months old, excellent pet
Call 7531336. 
COON HOUNDS for sale.
UKC registered Walkers, 7
months old. Call 434-5650. 
GREAT DANE puppies, AK
C, 8 weeks, black, Paradise
Kennels, 753-4106. 
MINATURE SCHNAUZER
for sale, AKC registered,
$100. 753-2813 after 5 pm. 
REGISTERED COLLIES,
650 with papers. $25 without.
Registered Toy Fox Terrier,
male, 620. Call 498-8231. 
41. PUBLIC SALES 
CARPORT SALE, 509 South
11th Street, Saturday, 8:30 to
5 Clothes, shoes, three room
sized carpets, large braided
rug, drapes, 2 sinks, couch,
stereo receiver, decorative
items, many odds and ends.
GARAGE SALE! Saturday 7
to 5. Starcraft popup camper,
mini-bike, floor buffer, cord
organ, nice clothes, toys, old
dough tray, old lamp and
other items. Rain or shine,
inside. 4 miles southeast of
Murray on Locust Grove
Road, 753-8494. 
LADIES SIZE 10 and 12
sportswear and dresses,
famous name brands, good
condition, lots to choose




sale! Saturday, March 24
from 8 AM till it PM at 802
North 20th St. Boys, ladies,
men's clothing; household
articles. 
YARD SALE! Saturday, 8 to
4 pm, Rolling Acres sub-
division, 1,5 mile on Pot
tertown highway, turn left on
first gravel road past S
curve.
43. REAL ESTATE 
INVEST IN FUTURE LIDUko -
Ono of the remain few ix-
afloat male lakefront lets le
restricted arse. Bleck tee
reed, eammemify ireter
street. Scheel I, moil rein*.




GREEN ACRES...a touch of
country living describes this
3 bedroom mobile home
nestled on a wooded hillside,
30 X 30 shop, 121 2 acre m,
1... just listed! Grab the
phone and call 7531492 or
437 4446 now! Offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors
43. REAL ESTATE 
BEAUTIFUL LAKEVIEW'.
Nice brick veneer home in
Pine Bluff Shores has living
room, bedroom, bath, utility
room and nice porch on main
level. Large bedroom, family
room, kitchen with rangetop
and hood, side by side
refrigerator, dishwasher 10
the lower level. Also extras
such as insulated windo
50 foot 1.v. tower and outs
storage. Call to see at $36,






With The Friendly Tench"
LET US SHOW YOU
THIS. . .3 bedroom,
large living rm. -
dining rm., full





at ONLY $45,000. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
DO YOUR thing! 3 bedroo
brick setting on 3 beautify
acres within 5 miles of
Murray...needs your per.
sonal touch. Call us to.
view...753 1492 or 753,1499.w








If you've been thinking
of selling, why not give





waiting to purchase all
types of real estate so




We make buying and
selling real estate easy




Duties include typing, filing,
etc. Working knowledge of Ger-
man or Spanish preferred. Send
resume to P.O. Box 32G.
CONTROLLER
For machinery manufacturing
company in Paris, Tn. with 75 em-
ployees, 5.5 million sales. Major
duties and responsibilities include
supervision of all accounting func-
tions, office operations, cost con-
trol, banking and financial
relations. Manufacturing ex-
perience preferred. Send resume
to P.O. Box 32G.
MOUSING REHABILITATION OFFICER
For the Cities of Hardin & Hazel, KY.
Under the supervision of the Community Developmeitt Directors, is responsible
for maintaining liaison between agencies, contractors, and property owners to
assure compliance with requirements for rehab work. Will conduct housing,
rehab activities in Hardin and Hazel, Ky.
Will assist in development of cost guidelines for rehab requirements for staff,
consultants, and property owners. Prepares specifications and write-ups for ob-
taining bids. Evaluates bids. Issues work orders, ascertains compliance with
specifications. Prepares required reports. Makes inspections. Maintains recor-
ds on all operations.
Must have high school education supplemented by college level courses in
business or public administration, architecture, plus two years experience in
rehab and/or code enforcement programs, construction, or any combination of
experience and training which provides the desired abilities. Experience in
HUD housing rehab programs preferable. Extensive knowledge of the struc-
tural aspects of residential dwellings, and building costs. Ability to organize
and review work, to deal with other agencies, and the general public. Good
judgement. Tact. Must provide own transportation
Salary will be commensurate with training and experience.










PA( Ili THE Mt KRA Y, Ky., Lfritx.EK & TIMES. Friday, arra a, up
':,totilmoottoormsigripai,
1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe, silver,
17,000 miles.
1978 Chevrolet Blazer, 4x4, power and air, 23,000
miles.
1977 Chevrokt Pick-up, Silverado, short bed. 25,000
miles, like new.
1977 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, 4 door, 23,000 miles,
like new.
1977 Ford LTD Coupe, Gold, tilt and cruise, stereo,
30,000 miles, one owner.
1976 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, 36,000 miles, one
owner, new car trade in, loaded.
1976 Pontiac Trans Am, Silver, all the extras, young
man's dream car.
1975 Oldsmobile 98 LS, triple blue, one owner.
1975 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, 2 door, power
and air
1974 Oldsmobile Cutlass S. double powe
r and air.
1974 Pontiac Bonneville, 2 door, one owner, new car
trade in.
1974 Chevrolet Spirit of America, 2 door, white.
1973 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, power and air, one
owner.
See Jerry Hopkins, Mike Outland, Jim Kuykendall
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With The Frairodls Touch' •
SPACIOUS FAMILY
HOW . . . Start your
Spring without being




mal dining room, full
basement. ONLY
$34,900. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
unlied ealure SYnd..le In,,Ls/45
onroRE THE TV BASEBALL SEASON
START5, ARE ̀.(OU GOING TO PAINT
THIS ROOM OR AREN'T YOU?"
NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753-0101,
753-7531.
Fi Z. A P
eILL-€14
South 12th at Sycamo,.
TELEPHONE 7531061
A real package deal is
the ten room house ui
Hazel. Older home in
good condition. Wood'
and electric heat plus
two fireplaces. Carpet.
Large lot. Majority of
furniture stays at
price of $18,000.00!
210 Acres big* predictive fans afth
aeoeforo beam sod ether feria heidlops F•r
sere arformaties sail this office.
Mks, mid efiftef sr Amp 1481%, priced
is aulvi WNW
mon
A le of home for the its•orf, 3 bedroom
brick mid deride garage se anew let 4111 foe
S26,S1111.
Nswlp. ready to neve hi, 1 acre
ler, gar heated, maple rte.& storage
space. Priced to sell $21,310.
WE HAVE BUYERS!






For a confidential, reliable ap-
praisal at no obligation, call us.




302 N. 12th Street or Call 753-3263
43. REAL ESTATE
KICK THE HABIT
See how easy it is to
stop the rent habit and
start investing in the
future. See this brand
new home with 3
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
lovely kitchen and cen-
tral heat and air.
House has thermopane
windows and 7 closets-
for lots of storage.








everything! You can walk to
downtown, do your shoppinif,
and return to your home i
record time. Highest heat bill
559 95 this past winter. See
today! Call 753 1492 or 753-








ph llinley ketion &
Realtjtales









nestled in a private
wooded site? See this I
Br., 2 bath mobile
home with central
heat and air on 2 acres











ce of a shopping center







Situated on a very
large wooded lot with
tasteful landscaping.
Plan ahead for spring
and eating out on the
covered patio. Heat
pump for economical
heating and cooling is
another plus. Priced in
the $60'11. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY 753-
1222. We are members
of Multiple Listing.
45. FARMS FOR SALE
HOUSE AND 78 acres, 5
miles from town Call 753-
7244 after 6.30 weekdays or
anytime on Saturday and
Sunday
46. HOMES FOR SALE
CABIN LOCATED in
Baywood Vista, $3000 For
details call 753 8019. 
FOR SALE by owner:
bedroom, 21 2 baths, living,
dining, and family room with
fireplace Eat-in kitchen,
study, double garage and
large fenced yard 1701
Johnson 753-1663
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
fenced yard with patio,
storage shed, storm windows
and doors, central gas heat
and air New stove and
refrigerator, stainless steel
sink, new carpet, newly
decorated inside and out.
Priced right for quick sale.
Call owner at 753-3347 or 753-
0342.
47. MOTORCYCLES
1975 HONDA GL 1000. Call
753-8019.
1977 750 HONDA, LOTS of
extras, 7,700 miles. 436-2547.
1977 HONDA XR 75, call
after 330, 753-9207




loaded. Call 492-8899 after 5
pm.
360 T HONDA. Show room
new. Only 960 miles, S975,
including helmet and straps
for hauling. Call 753-7765 or
see at 1627 Loch Lomond
Drive,
1975 YAMAHA 650, $350. 759.
1334.
49. USED CARS
1967 BAJA BUG, 5350. 759-
1334
1967 BUICK, NEEDS work,
best offer. 753 9981.
1977 CUTLASS SUPREME
Coupe, 350 motor, power
brakes, power steering,
power windows, air, cruise,
etc. Best offer. 753-5859. '
1970 CUTLASS, GOOD
mechanical condition. Needs
front cap, $200. 759-4522 or
489-2236.
1971 CHEVY CAPRICE,
good shape, AM-FM, air.
Call 753-7792.
1974 CHEVROLET NOVA, 6
cylinder straight shift, gas
saver, 51195. 1971 Ford
Maverick, 6 cylinder straight
shift, $475. Call 489-2595.
1965 CONTINENTAL
LINCOLN, 4 door, excellent
condition, new tires, bargain,
$995. 753-8120.
1972 DATSUN 1200 COUPE.
Excellent condition 30 plus
mpg. During day call 753.
1916 after 5:00 cal1753-6331.
1978 DODGE MAGNUM,
loaded with extras, 759-1351
after 5 pm.
1978 DODGE MAGNUM XE,
low mileage, call 753-9022







7-3 with rotation, 3-11, or 11-7.
Competitive salaries and benefits.
Individualized refresher program
available. 6 Month internship
available for new graduates. Call
(502) 886-5221, Ext. 154 - Hopkin-
sville, KY 42240. An Equal Op-
portunity Employer.
LEASE or FOR SALE
50' x 80' - 12,000 Sq. Ft. highly improved commercial
building, 1 block from court square, 215 Poplar, Paris,
Tenn. Carpet or tile floors, offices, restrooms. New 15
yr. roof. Gas-steam central heat, electric central air
conditioning, fluorescent lighting, hand elevator. Build-
ing A-1 condition. 555 000 or $500.00 mo. lease Ar-
rangements available now,
JIM DIGGS - DIGGS RENTALS
9O1-642.91 - Paris. TN.
N. USED CARS
FOR SALE 1976 Ford LTD.
$2650 Call 492 8745
1967 FORD GALAX1E, 47,000
actual miles, excellent
condition in every way. MO.
759-4522 or 489 2236.
FOR SALE.. 1973 Chevy
wagon, four new tires, 52,000
miles, call 753-6333.
1972 FORD GRAN Torino,
automatic, air and power
5895. 489 2595. 
1976 GRAN TORINO Phone
492 8424 after 4:30pm. 
1973 GREMLIN X, 6 cy I in
der, automatic, runs good,
asking $650. Call 767,2548
after 6 pm. 
1967 GALAXIE CON-
VERTIBLE, extra sharp,
extra clean, $1700 Call 753
4406 before 5 pm or 759 1829
after 5 pm 
1978 JEEP CHEROKEE with
extras, call after 6 pm, 753-
3710.
MUST SELL! 1974 Ford
Courier with 350 Chevy
motor and transmission.
Completely modified. Call
492.8899 after 5 pm. 
1974 MONTE CARLO, $2200
753-8451.
1976 MERCURY BOBCAT,
excellent condition. Call 767-
2749.
1977 MONTE CARLO Lan-
due with extras, $4000. Call
492-8374.
1976 OLDS DELTA 88
Royale, 4 door, all power,
air, AM-FM stereo,
tapedeck, grey with maroon
vinyl roof, 45,000 miles,
S3595. 753-1499 after 5 pm.
1975 OLDS OMEGA Salon, 8
zylinder, automatic, all





wheels, cruise control, power
steering, power brakes, only
15,000 actual miles, $4675.
753,1736.
1968 PONTIAC BON-




and runs good,' good basic
car. 753-4528.
1976 PONTIAC SUNBIRD,
new tires, 4 speed, air con




power brakes. AM-FM stereo
CB, bucket seats and more,
$650. Call Lorraine, 753-9327.
1969 TWO DOOR, Plymouth
Valient, runs good, asking
$300. Call 753 2975 or 753-0912.




and brakes, tilt, cruise, 350
V8, AM-FM, all possible
options, must sell, 5.6.650 924-
5423
1971 BRONCO, SPOKE
wheels, new tires, fender
flares, air shocks front and
rear, AM-FM CB radio,
positive traction front and
rear, motor has 40,000 actual
miles, $3300. 753-0521 or 436
2165.
1976 CHEVROLET PICKUP
truck, power steering and
brakes, _air, 52,000 miles,
$2500. 7531507.
1955 CHEVROLET PICKUP
truck, 8 cylinder motor, 3
speed. $325. 753-5563.




van, has 318 automatic with
double power and air, AM
FM tape, wheels, and some
custom paint. $3100. Phone 1
354-6217.
197/ DODGE VANTASTIC
Van, full custom, inside and
out, 318 automatic, power
steering, power brakes, and
air. 54000. 492-8713.
1964 FORD PICKUP, $375.
759 1134
FOR SALE or trade: 1976
Jeep CJ 5, roll cage, white
spoke wheels, 6 cylinder, 4
speed, $4000. Phone 354-6483.
1977 FORD 4 WHEEL drive,
power steering, power
brakes, air. AM-FM tape.
55800. 437 4257.
FOR SALE: 1975 Datsun
pickup with topper, 49,000
actual miles. Phone 762-6254.
51. CAMPERS
FREE! NEW A N E
automatic awning on all
Starcraft travel trailers and
5th Wheels. Sold through
March 31st. White's Camper
Sales located 4 miles east of
Murray on Highway 94. 753
0605
MAN OF WAR, 11 foot slide
in over the cab camper
Complete with bathroom,
$1200 See at 513 S 8th, or call
492,8861 evenings. 
TOPPER FOR long wheel
base truck, 1978 used once.,
R011 out windows, with
screens. can 753 0339 after 5
52. BOATS & MOTORS
FOR SALE: 14' aluminum
boat, 10 h.p motor and
trailer. (As Is), $165 or trade
for tiller. 903 Meadow Lane. 
1961 JOHNSON 111 HP out
board motor. $300. 753 3762
after 4 pm 
1977 MODEL SEA Nymph
bass boat, 75 hp Johnson
motor, 24 volt foot Control
Sllyertroll trolling motor, a
Lawarence high speed depth
tinder. Call 733 0839 or 753
5287 or see at Black's
Decorating Center, 701 S 4th
Street.
SA I I. GOAT 34- FOOT
fiberglass hull with trailer
















BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. cart
395-4967 or 1 362 4895.
BACK HOE WORK septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates Prompt
and efficient sert e. Custom
Carpet Care. 489 774.
CAN'T GET those small lobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436.
2562 after 5 pm.




call Ernest White, 753-0605. 
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
care, by the job or contract
for the entire season Call
436 5570 after 5 Pm, Free
estimates. 
MITCHELL BLACKTOP.
PING. driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat-




Patio awnings and aluminum
carports. Call Jack Glover,






now all oak $25-rick. Call








chino, also seal coating. Call
753-7148 or 753-9043. Located
at Murray Speedway, High
way 641 N of Murray.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753
5476.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435-
4343.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310 for






753-2310 for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.




patching, also seal coating.
Phone 436-2573.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753-7203.
OUTSIDE AND inside
painting, deck and pation
construction and home
repairs Call 436 5570 after 5
pm. Free estimates. 
PLUMBING AND heating
and household appliances
repaired, 24 hour service,
call 382,2442 days or nights.or
382-2791 days.
PROFESSIONAL SHEET
rock finishing and small
carpenter jobs. Call 354-8565. 
PAINTING OF all kinds.
Home or commercial. Call
Aurora Painting, also dry
wall finishing Call 354-8995. 
ROOFING, EXCELLENT
references, call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed..Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1
442 7026.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling arountd the
home. 753 2211
WILL MOW yards. Call 753-
9210.
WILL PAINT houses, inside
or outside. Call 753.5461.




backyard for garden. Call
753-2820 after 5 pm.
WANTED 50 bales of Jap





min tiiit cut si so
Closed All Day Wed
Saturday 7:301115:00
PRICE SHAVE 51.25
Fee bespitel & Immo cans plane calf 753-3485 ea* dory la ad-





Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24




*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
















with the finest workmanship

























































































As close to town as you can get and still enjoy
living at the lake. At the entrance of Panorama is
this 3 Bedroom, 114 bath bnck home setting on 5
large wooded lots. Only $55 300, ,..„..,.,:.„.i .. . ,
lb ii.
. -4111111'ILI, . _
;14 .
1 .
114,7A lot for a little in this attractive cedar-sided 3
bedroom home with fireplace. Formal dining
i11
THE SPRINGroom, lovely drapes and wall-to-wall carpeting
,4
' -- GREET
and to set it off, a beautiful antique door with
colored leaded glass. Quite an opportunity for
comfortable living and an easy price. Low 30's.
COZY RETREAT. . . Completely furnished and
ready to move in. Built in range, refrigerator,
washer and dryer, and more. Everything you
need to start housekeeping. 3 Bedrooms with
central heat and air located on a large tree
With a delightful Lakeview cottage. Completely
furnished on a large wooded lot at a price












7S3-10•0 ,'The Professional Service
ILEALTOR_ with the...... 7531222
4W
gs 1 'aliINeekencts & Evenin 
Bud Nall 753-4868
Don Tucker 753-1930
Mary Beth Smith 753-3383 
ral
105 N. 12th Street
753-6080 
Friendly Touch''
Berbers Erwin 753-4136 Worm Shropshire 753-1277
hydro Moody 753-9036 ROAM Moody 753-9036
flit/0 Brandon 753-1513 \Iir,.. 1 LB. Nook 753-2317 Homer Mier 753-7519
All Across The U.S.A.
FOLKS ARE GOING THE
GALLERY WAY!!
YES! YES! YES!
Whatever your destination, Monkey's Eyebrow,
Possum Trot, New York City, Miami, Florida, Murray,








U.s. 641 North, Village Center
753-7411 Anytime
or Rome Phone
len Talent 753-111184 Joe Kennon 436-5676
AA LIPID
Veer around bon es the Mo. 3 bedroom, gas heat, new
microwave wok aid all affiances May with house, large
wooded lot with seeniffruit trees. Lake view. Upper 30's
Si acres near Center Ridge haa hone and out buildings all fenced
with 4 strand barb wire. 1100 ft. of T.V.A. frontage on Bloodriver




Pete Waldrop 753-: 249
Janice Austin 753-8674.
H. T. Waldrop 753-1390
Broker
Energy Efficiency Quiz
How Does Your Home Score?
Are your home's monthly operating expenses as low as
they could be? Find out by comparing.. war home to the
energy-efficient home in the illustration.
If your home scores 10 points or better, be assured your
fuel bills are well under control. A score of 5 tg 10 points
means your home may still benefit from selective energy-
saving improvements, such as increased insulation. A
score lower than 5 points indicates that a lot of your
heating and cooling dollars are being wasted.
•••••••
Ifs in the bag.
You can rely on our professionals at every
step of the sale, from first showing to final
closing. Plus, we won't waste your time with
casual sightseers or windowsboppers. We qualify
evert prospect to be sure he is genuinely
interested. Call us if you're thinking of
selling your home.
GUY SPANN REALTY
Prentice Dunn 753-5725 Louise baker 753-2409
Guy Spann 753-2587
COME BY AND COME BUY
We are offering this 2 bedroom home located on 121
S. at Intersection of Hwy. 893. Insulated and with
economical oil heat. This home consists of living
room, dining room, kitchen, bath, and utility room.
Stove, dishwasher, TV antenna and outside storage
are included for $17,500.
To see, call or come by...
The Nelson Shroat Co.,
REALTORS
'HELPING PEOPLE ISOM BUSINESS'
EVENINGS'
Marie Hicks 759-1056 Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Nelson Shroat 759-1716





An uninterrupted view of Kentucky Lake, 3
wooded lots, 30 ft. redwood deck, all new kitchen
with modern appliances including microwave
oven, fireplace, wet bar, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths
double garage plus workshop. You can see today








Located at 111 N. 7th St. is this
3 bedroom, 2 full bath home.
It has basement, storm doors
and windows, central gas
heat, range and dishwasher.
Residencial or commercial,
owner leaving Murray. Offers
welcome.
WM, I I'M et Sycamore
Tolopbons 753-1631
P.O. ern Ill
Ronnie Pea 753-7261 Edna Knight 153-4110
Marge Armbroster 153-4121 Patsy Fain 753-6373
Ray Roberts 436-5650 Una Requarth 753-2477
SCOR4
1 Sit Swain (11-11) or wore ot etk is,
s Watson
Yes 2 pts.; No 1 pt
2 Inselation a Beers ever ralsairtissI
crawl spec*
Yes 1 pi , pt
3. Stara wendort slows
Tel- I pt.; No 0 pt
4. C.ulbis & owshorstrippisio roved
windows t doors
Tot-1 pt.; No-Opt.
S. MiliONVIII 3"2 inrbos (1711/ arsobeloo
is sidewalk
Veil pt.; 14.1 pt
6. losirlotoil bestrouent rolls
Vs p5.; 14-41 pt
7. Adorarsts retir reirtilotioe
Yes 1 pl.; N Opt
S. tight colored roof (in worn rirosoirs)
Vos-1 pt.; Ilse pt.
V. lbaled I•4
Vos 1 pt Opt
111 Propoeluvitaisnoisiod ead oillostsd
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Mrs. Susie Allen died
l'hursday at 10 a.m. at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. She was 88 years of
age and the wife of WW Allen
who died April 4, 1966.
The Calloway woman had
resided for the past two years
with a daughter, Mrs. Dudley
Paschall, Murray Route 1.
Born Dec. 24, 1890, in
Michigan, she was a member
of the Evangelical Friends
Church at Ypsilanti, Mich.
Mrs. Allen is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Dudley
Frances Paschall, Murray
Route 1, and Mrs. Agnes Blair,
YpsiLanti, Mich.; one brother,
George Padgett, Michigan;
four grandchildren.
The body has been now been
transferred to the Geer
Funeral Home, Ypsilanti,
Mich., where the funeral will
be held Monday at 1:30 p.m.
Burial will follow in the Alban
Cemetery in Washtenaw
County, Mich.
The Max Churchill Funeral





Mrs Bill ( Patsy ) Adams,
mother of Mrs. Peggy
Willoughby of Murray,, died
Tuesday at the Massac
Memorial Hospital,
Metropolis, HI. She was 45
years of age and a resident of
Route 4, Metropolis, Ill.
The deceased was a big
game hunter and a
businesswoman.
Survivors include her
husband; one daughter, Mrs.
Willoughby, Murray; one son,
Steve Adams, Metropolis, Ill.;
four sisters, Mrs. Sissy Bay,
Wagner, Ill., Mrs. nan Davis,
Mrs. Shirley English, and
Mrs. Alice Whalen, all of
Metropolis, Ill.; four brothers,
Walter Rick, Jr., Paducah,
Wayne, Jimmy, and Billy Joe
Rick, Metropolis, Ill.; one
grandson; several nieces and
nephews. •
The funeral was held this
morning at 10 o'clock at the
chapel of the Atkins-Farmer
Funeral Home, Metropolis,
with the Rev. John Wood of-
ficiating. Burial was in the
100F Cemetery.
James H. Van Dyke
Dies Here Tuesday
James Howard Van Dyke
died Tuesday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 65 years of age, a
plumber, and a resident of
Paris, Tenn.
Born Jan. 8, 1914, in Henry
County, he was the son of the
late Charlie and Leona
Jackson Van Dyke. His wife,
Sadie, preceded him in death.
Survivors include two sons,
James Randall Van Dyke and
Kevin Mayurice Van Dyke,
Paris, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
Luverta Pickens and Mrs.
Vergie M. Wilson, Saginaw,
Mich.; one brother, R. H. Van
Dyke, Paris, Tenn.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Williams and Rawls
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.,
with Elder G. Ray officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Greenwood Cemetery.
R. E. Sturdivant Is
Dead At Age Of 80;
Services Saturday
Richard Elwood Sturdivant,
80, died Thursday at 4 a.m. at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. He was
a retired farmer and a
resident of Route 2, Paris.
Mr. Sturdivant was born
Feb. 4, 1899, in Henry County,
and was the son of the late
Richard and Martha Dallas
Ray Sturdivant. He was a
member of the Shady Grove
Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Beaurah Gray Stur-
divant, to whom he was
married on Dec. 23, 1946; one
sister, Mrs. Lillye Cronin,
Paris, Tenn.; one brother,
Neuman Sturdivant, Puryear,
Tenn.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 10 a.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, with burial to
follow in the Walker
Cemetery.





Archie Bryan Lawrence of
Decatur, Ala., died Wed-
nesday at 10:30 a.m. at the
Decatur General Hospital. He
was 82 years of age and a
Mrs. Ellen Causey retired car man for the
Louisville and Nashville
Dies Thursday With Railroad.
Born Dec. 7, 1896, in Henry
Funeral Saturday County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Thomas Andrew
and Lee Ella Jackson
Lawrence. He was a member
of the Masonic Order and of
the Oak Park Baptist Church,
Decatur.
Mr. Lawrence is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Gracie
Enoch Lawrence; one
daughter, Mrs. Bertha
Chumley, Decatur, Ala.; one
son, William Artist Lawrence,
Lake Orion, Mich.; 11 gran-
dchildren; two great gran-
dchildren.
One son, Bryan Franklin
Lawrence, died in 1977.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn., with the Rev.
Ray Lee and the Rev. Lloyd
Helton of Decature, Ala.,
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Green Plain Cemetery
near Hazel.
Mrs. Ellen Wilkinson
Causey, 421 South Eighth
Street, Murray, died Thur-
sday at 3:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 86 years of
age and the wife of Van T.
Causey who died Oct. 21,1971.
The deceased was a
monber of the Cherry Corner
Hiptist Church. Born March 7,
IMO, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Elisha Futrell and Rebecca
Parker Futrell.
Mrs. Causey is survived by
one sister, Mrs. Manon Key,
Paris, Tenn.; one brother, J.
B. Futrell, Hazel Route 2;
three step daughters, Mrs.
Edward Henson, Dover,
Tann., Mrs. Shelby Wallace
and Mrs. Pat Withers, Granite
City, Ill.; four step sons, 0. T.
Causey, Murray, Paul
Causey, Dover, Tenn., and
Billy and Robert Causey,
Granite City, Ill.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe and the Rev.
William Taylor officiating.
Burial will follow in the Hicks
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m.
today ( Friday 1.
Concert Date
Rescheduled
The Murray Civic Music
Association concert featuring
the Chicago Symphony String
Quartet has been changed
from Sunday April 8 to
Saturday March 31, according
to Jane Curd.
She added that the concert
will be held in Lovett
Auditorium.
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Former Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt will be the principal
speaker here April 5 at an
"appreciation barbecue" for
Mandl J. Vinson, candidate
for Commissioner of
Agriculture in the Democratic
primary May 22.
For ten years, Vinson has
been director of Alumni
Affairs at Murray State
University. He will be taking a
leave of absence- soon to ac-
tively conduct his campaign.
He was assistant Com-
missioner of Agriculture for 13
years and director of
Agricultural Marketing for
three years.
The barbecue picnic will be
held at 6:30 p.m.. April 5, in
the spacious West Kentucky
Exposition Center on the MSU
campus. Dr. E. B. Howton,
chariman of the Citizens
Committee for Vinson, has
announced that William
Cherry, director of the Expo
Center, will receive reser-
vations by phone or mail for
the barbecue buffet. Tickets
may be obtained at Bank of
Breathin
Murray, Peoples Bank, Dees






Savings and Loan, according
to a spokesman.
Breathitt, who goes by the
nickname "Ned," was
governor of Kentucky from
1963 to 1967 and is presently
vice president for public af-
fairs of Southern Railway
System. Breathitt's wife is the
former Frances Holleman of
Mayfield.
++ --
Mary Jane Littleton, can-
didate for Fifth District State
Representative, announced
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
Corp., of Murray, are as follow,
Industrial Average  1.91
Air Products 274. unc
American Motors 11% +9•
Ashland Oil 42% A.
American Telephone IS% Ai
Bonanza 411413 484A
Chrysler 1G 49.
Ford Motor 42% At
GA F  11% -9.
General Care 












Wendy,  2013 1044A
Erwin and Littleton
today that Joe Tom Erwin, Rt.
6 Murray, will serve as
treasurer of the newly formed
finance committee for her
campaign.
"I believe Mary-Jane would
be an intelliggent and caring
legislator, who would
repressent the interests of
every person in her district,"
Erwin said. "I know she
believes strongly in
representative government,
that she understands the
problems of Kentucky, and
that she would give the job her
best effort, which is con-
siderable."
Erwin is the son of the late
Hub Erwin, who was a farmer
and tobacco buyer in the South
Pleasant Grove community,
and Eva Bazell Erwin. Erwin
was sports information
director at Murray State
University until his
retirement last year.
Members of the finance
committee include Jack
Belote, Peggy Billington,
Tommy Carroll, Betty Haas,
Don Henry, Charles Homra,
Desiree Hosick, Dr. Donald
Hughes, Jark,Beale Kennedy,
LOchie Landolt and Bill
McCuiston.
+++
Sara Bell, chief clerk of the
Kentucky House of
Representatives, today filed
as Democratic candidate for
the office of State Auditor.
Mrs. Bell said in her an-
nouncement that she feels
here 12 year's administrative
experience in state govern-
ment, in addition to her
previous work experiences as
an accountant and
statistician, qualifies her for
the job.
+++
The demands of trade
unions are a major cause of
inflation, according to U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky.,
a candidate for the
Democratic gubernatorial
nomination.
Hubbard told the Lexington
Kiwanis Club Thursday he is
not receiving union support in
the upcoming May primary
because of his voting record in
Congress against unions.
Hubbard predicted the
largest election turnout in the
state's history, saying Ken-
tuckians are fed up with
corruption in state govern-
ment.
He said another factor
contributing to inflation is
wasteful spending by the
federal government, and said
he favors balancing the
federal budget.
Two ways to do it are to cut
foreign aid to countries that
have voted against the United
States in the United Nations,
and to cut out millions of
dollars being spent each year
to support fraudulent welfare
claims, he said.
Rev. Gilmore Will Be Speaker At
Revival At Elm Grove Church
The Rev. Larry GAore will
be the visiting evangelist at
the revival services to be held
at the Elm Grove Baptist
Church, located east of
Rev. Larry Gilmore
—Guest Evangelist
Murray on Highway 94,




Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 840 Est 700 BarrOa5 &
Gilts 72 to $1.00 lower Sows under SOD
steady $1 00 lower over $1 5042 00 lower
US 1-2 mama lbs   $47 00-47 25
US 2 211/1-2401ha $4133347 a
US 24 MOS Itit. 14151-4650
US 34 MY/ lbs. 044.50-45 50
SOPS
US 1-2 Man lbs. 140 00.41 00
US 1-3 30940/ lbs.  139 0040 00
US 1-3 450400 lbs. ..  $40 0041 DO
14 $09411/1188  141 00-42 50
34 3104011bs. $38 011-39 OD
bow 113240 mostly $33 00 , 
Rev. Gilmore, a native of
Paducah, is pastor of the
College Heights Baptist
Church, Gallatin, Tenn. He
received his B. A. Degree
from Georgetown College, his
Master of Divinity Degree
from Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Fort
Worth, Texas, and is now
completing his Doctor of
Ministry Degree from the
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville.
The guest evangelist has
pastored churches in Ken-
tucky, Texas, Illinois, and
Tennessee. His wife, the
former Linda Harris, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Harris and grand-
daughter of Mrs. B. K.
Trevathan, all of Murray.
Services will be conducted
each evening beginning at 7:30
p.m. A nursery will bi.
provided for each service.
The members and the
pastor, the Rev. Calvin C.
Wilkins, invite the public to
attend these services.
RIVER & LAKE DATA
River 7 a.m. 40.3, down 1.8.
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 356.2,
down 0.8.
Below dam 327.7, down 1.8.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 356.2,
down 0.9.
Below dam 332.9, down 1.6.
Sunset 6 :07. Sunrise 5:53.
Political Economist To Be
Distinguished Lecturer
Dr. Gordon Tullock, a
politial economist at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute, will be
the Harry Lee Waterfield
Distinguished Lecturer at
Murray State University this
year.
Tullock, a widely-
recognized authority on the
Chinese, having spent 10 years
in China while in the foreign
service of the United States,
will speak at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 28, in the
auditorium of Mason Hall, the
nursing building.
The lecture, sponsored by
the Department of Political
Science and Public Affairs at
the University, is free and
open to the public.
Tullock, who currently holds
a distinguished professorship
in the Center for the Study of
Public Choice at VP!, will be
speaking on "Rent Seeking




over the application of
regulation in given situations.
He is expected to discuss an
economic concept, which he
defines as "rent," referring to
returns on investments which
do not increase productivity
but do increase income due to
the position the individual or
government holds.
The term, "rent-seekers,"
he contends, refers to those
"who hope to gain by their
positions" and "rent-
avoiders" or those who try to
get by without paying "rent"
to the "rent seekers."
He notes, for example, that
while bureaucrats or
government agencies do not
receive additional income
when they literally apply
federal standards, they do
receive "compensation" in
the long run.
It has become necessary, he
says, for corporations.
wishing to "avoid" govern-
Dr. Mullins, Jr.,
To Speak At South
Pleasant Grove
The Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., minister of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church, will speak
on the subject, "In Search of
Freedom," with scripture
from John 8:31-36 at the 10:45
a.m. services on Sunday,
March 25, at the church.
"The Ninety and Nine" will
be the selection by the Church
Choir with Mrs. R. L. Cooper
as director, Mrs. Otto Erwin
as organist, and Tommy
Gaines as pianist.
Special music will also be by
the choir of the Wesley
Foundation, Murray State
University.
At the 6 p.m. service on
Sunday Dr. Mullins, Jr., will
speak on the subject, "Judas—
The Man Who Thought He
Knew More Than God."
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m., Choir Practice at 5 p.m.,
and United Methodist Youth
Fellowship at 6:45 p.m., all on
Sunday. .
ment regulations or to have
regulations applied less
rigidly to them to compensate
the government.
This, he contends, has led
many corporations to employ
lawyers trained in public-
decision making processes as
senior vice-presidents, or even
presidents. "The corporation
cannot be criticized for this
strategy," he says, "for what
else can a truly economic man
be expected to do."
Tullock holds degrees in
law, political science and
economics and among his
writings are such works as
"The Calculus of Consent,"
"Private Wants, Private
Means," "The Social
Dilemma: The Economics of
War and Revolution," and
"The New World of
Economics."
While on the Murray
campus, he also will present a
seminar explaining the ap-
plications of his thesis to a
faculty-student group. This is
set for 2 p.m. in Room 452 of
the Business Building.
New Providence Church
To Hear Boyd At Lesson Series
Guest speaker for the series
of the lessons at the New
Providence Church of Christ
from March 25 to 30 will be
James W. Boyd of Jackson,
Tenn.
Mr. Boyd presently teaches
Bible each day at the Jackson
Christian Church, and
previously taught eight years
at Boyd-Buchana School in
Chattanooga, Tenn. He has
had several of his articles
published in various church
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The Grace Baptist Church,
located at 617 South Ninth
Street, Murray, will hear the
pastor, the Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
speak at the 10:45 a.m., and
5:30 p.m. services on Sunday,
March 25.
Dan Billington will direct
the music with Dwane Jones
as organist and Anita
Underhill as pianist.
Nursery workers. will be
Gail Workman, Hazel Ray,
Linda Black, Dean Downey,
and Sylvia Rickman.
Sunday School wi0 Hoyt
Wyatt as superintendent will
beat 9:45 a.m.
Wednesday at 7 p.m. prayer
service and youth study group
will be held.
University, Harding Graduate
School, and received his M. A.
degree from Alabama.
Christian School of Religion.
He has preached at churches
James W. Boyd
—Guest Speaker
in South Bend, Ind., Chat-
tanooga, Tenn., Jacksonville,
Ala., and Jackson, Tenn.
Services on Sunday will be
at 11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. with
Bible Study at 10 a.m., and
from Monday through Friday
at 7:30 p.m. Bobby Stub-
blefield will be the song
director.
Lesson subjects will be How
Do I Know When I Am Right,
Paul's Sermon About Christ In
Antioch, The Way To
Rejoicing, Music in Christian
Worship, Things spoken
Against The church, Must One
Be A Member Of The Church
To Be Saved, and Invitation Of
An In-Law.
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.












Pays The Highest Allowed By Law
Security Federal
300 Johnvan Blvd
Murray Ky Savings 8 Loon Association 759-1234
allow millw ACE, AGO, maw
--TO Chevrolet Caprice
Estate Wagon
Nine passenger, white with
red interior, split seat, tilt,
cruise, AM-FM radio, V-8,
automatic, roof rack, 7,790
miles, power steering &






Beige interior, 43,900 miles,
loaded, split seats, power
seats, power windows,




Four door, one owner,
beige with brown interior,
16,000 miles, V-6, power
steering and brakes, air
conditioner.
70 Monte Carlo




all* MOW Anew Mililr 4.111111F mew
75 Y.W. Rabbit 76 Pontiac Firiabird 





Dark blue, white interior,
one owner, 23,162 miles,
power steering, power
brakes, rally wheels.
Bright red, red interior,




DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.
Four door, beige with
camel cloth interior, 18,791
miles, power windows and
door locks, tilt, cruise, AM-
FM taPe, rear window
defogger, power steering
and brakes, air con-
ditioner.
Telephone
753-2617
a
a
Ii
7
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